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Kasser
Theater
Hosts Sen.
Clinton Rally;
Local Officials
Voice Support

Budget Unfrozen
for One Month

Temporary Agreement Allows for Limited Printing, The Montclarion Says Issue
Remains Unresolved

Jackie Zygadlo
Assistant News Editor

Everyone knows Super Bowl
Sunday is on Feb. 3. But who
has heard ,of the new unofficial
celebration that has been created
by supporters of Democratic presi- dential candidate Senator Hillary
Clinton in the upcoming New
Jersey elections on Feb. 5? The
celebrations have been dubbed
.Hillary Day and Super Tuesday
in a rally for her support held at
Kasser Theater on Jan. 30.
Some of the guest speakers in
attendance included Congressman
and former state Senator Bill
Pascrell, Sheriff Jerry Speziale,
Senator Robert Menendez,
Senator Nia Gill, Assemblyman
Thomas Giblan and many other
local officials from Passaic and
Essex Counties.
The rally opened with a rendi
tion of the National Anthem and
an opening address by Pascrell.
The purpose of the rally was to
appeal to students and all oth
ers present that Clinton has new
ideas.
Some of her platforms include
Homeland Security and guaran
teeing universal health care to
every American to prevent the
closure of hospitals as health care
is reduced. She also wants to get
the United States out of Iraq and
bring our troops home.
Her supporters claim she will
be the candidate who will provide
the strong leadership our country
needs and she has the experience
from her husband Bill’s presidency
to prove it.
“She will restore the hope of the
middle class,” said one speaker.
“2008 is the year of the woman,”
Continued on Page 6

Justina Villanueva I The Montclarion
Debates over the bill to change the statutes o f The M on td ario n fs
frozen budget led this week's

SGA legislative meeting to last for

over five hours.

Justina Villanueva | The Montclarion

ShaynaJacobs
News Editor

The MSU newspaper that was
the news for almost a week is back
in business for now, but not indefi
nitely.
Budget activity of the 80-yearold weekly The Montclarion was
only partly reactivated — publish
ing and office supply purchases
have resumed, for at least the next
30 days.
The legislature asked The
Montclarion what budget items
were essential to produce a news
paper for the next few weeks. They
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voted to open those two Unes, cit
ing that the objective was to get
a newspaper to its students as
quickly as possible.
The standing of The Montclarion
under the Student Government
Association is pending a Feb. 29
deadline to mediate for what SGA
legislator and bill author Bryan
Fucetola called a “win-win” solu
tion to a problem that caught the
attention of press and supporters
across the country.
If the negotiations do not result
in a compromise, it could mean
another budget suspension for
The Montclarion. SGA Président

Ron Chicken, after co-signing
the freeze letter .with treasurer
Melissa Revesz, said that the only
way for -The Montclarion to have
the freeze reversed would be for
the newspaper to turn over the cor
respondence with its former attor
ney, Sal M. Anderton.
Both Anderton and The
Montclarion maintain that the
attorney-client relationship exist
ed between only them, and both
have steadfastly refused Chicken’s
requests for documents detailing
the meetings and conversations
that took place.
Chicken knew that Anderton

was advising The Montclarion as
it tried to establish that the SGA
was a public body and should con
duct business in accordance with
the state Open Public Meetings
Act (10:4-6).
He attempted to fire Anderton
the day after a pubhc explanation
as to why closed session is illegal
by Editor-in-Chief Karl de Vries.
Representatives from the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) and the .New Jersey
Press Association’s (NJPA)
legal team spoke in defense of
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Montclair State University
113 Student Center Annex
Montclair, Mew Jersey 07043
Editor-in-Chief: (973) 655-5230
Managing Editor: (973) 655-5282
News Dept: (973) 655-5169
Main office: (973) 655-5241
Fax: (973) 655-7804

Pelican Police Report
Jan 22: A student reported the theft of her unsecured cellular phone while in the Stuaent
2
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Jan 22:

An M SU employee reported harassment via e-mail while in University Hall.

Jan 22: James Williams was charged with illegal possession of fireworks while in Bohn Hall.
Jan 24:

An M SU employee reported the theft of four boxes of unsecured toner ink from
Richardson Hall.

Jan 24: An MSU employee reported the theft of cash money from her purse left unsecured in
the bookstore.

Jan 24:

A student reported being harassed by a known subject while in Blanton Hall. The
victim has refused charges at this time.

Jan 24: An MSU employee reported the theft of $30 in coins from an office in Morehead Hail.
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Jan 24:

A student reported the theft of her parking hangtag from her unsecured vehicle
parked in Lot 22.

Jan 24: A non-student reported being assaulted by an unknown individual while playing in a
hockey game in Floyd Hall Arena.
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Jan 25:
Jan 25:

A student reported feai %knoym subject urinated ip the hallway of AlicghRaul Hall
and bmoeeaedtb enter her residence. The subject wcSid! rtptlpavd the residandlM »
jjj|fter being askaiuntii being escorted out by the victim and roommates. The victim.. to pursue criminal charges at the time; .. '.

Jan 25:

copy
Christine Adamo
• Mike Campbell
Natalie Rusciani
Graphic Design
Sam Gherman
Production
Eric Strickland
Jessica Sproviero
W riters a nd Contributors
Trevor Cahill, Kevin Colligan, Jake Del
Mauro, Dan Erhardt, Kevin Hancock,
Kasia Krozska, Irmingard Mayer, Emily
Ann McDonough, Elyse Peterson
A d v e r tis in g D ire c to r
Kevin Schwoebel

Bookkeeper
Peter Junda

Faculty A d viso r
W illiam Batkay

Joseph Upton and Stephen Braithwaite were charged with underage consumption of
alcohol while in Stone Hall.

A student reported domestic violence harassment against her person by her
, roommate while in the Clove Road Apartments. The. victim does not wish to pursue
'criminal charges at this time.

a3!t<D A student fepdrtedthe theftoFftèf urtàécufBd purse ciSntairwtb fier cëffüiarptône.ï
perfume, makeup, MSU LD., N.J, driver’s license and her credit card from her unseI cured yehicle parked near the Bed Hawk Diner. Suspects Abrim Cijftpn, Jarryd "
Mayesjr Dorian Ingram arid Anthony Furman were arrested and charged by the
Woodbrtdge Police Department. The Montclair State Police Department has charged
t the four suspects with burglary, thefebByflt
tfaeft and u^ijfhbifoeri use of a
. credit card.'

14 Jan 28:

An M SU employee reported being harassed by another known employee. The victim

Jan28: A student reported the theft of her unsecured wallet containing keys and an MSU
i.D .

16 Jan 28:

'

:
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Imperial Parking reported the theft of a parking boot from a vehicle parked in Lot 45.

Anyone who has intormahon regarding these incidents is urged to call me poiice station from any campus phone at T4-P-S (8477)

AHcalls are strictly confidential.

O verall Design
Jessica Sproviero

CONTACT US
Edltor-ln-Chlef
Monteditor@gmail.cx3m
Managing Editor
Msumanaging@gmail.com
Production Editor
Msuproduction@gmail.com
News Editor
Msunews@gmail.com
Feature Editor
Msufeature@gmail.com
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Msuarts@gmail.com
Opinion Editor
Msuopinion@gmail.com
Sports Editor
Msusports@gmail.com .
Photo Editor
Msuphoto@gmail.com
Graphics Editor
Msugraphics@gmail.com
Advertising Director
Montclarionads@aol.com
7T7e Montclarion is a Media organization of
the Student Government Association, Inc. op
Montclair State University. Published weekly,
except during examinations, summer and
winter sessions, The Montclarion is funded
by student fees distributed by the SG A
and by incoming advertising revenue. The
views expressed in the Opinion section, with
the exception of the Main Editorial, do not
necessarily reflect the views of The Mont
clarion. The first edition of The Montclarion,
then named The Pelican, was published on
November 28, 1928.

S G A N otes
Vox: Voices for Planned
Parenthood was approved to
hold a penis and vagina choco
late lollipop sale on Wednesday,
Feb. 13th and Thursday, Feb.
14th. *

Montclarion
The M ontclarion is a freely
distributed newspaper pro
viding one copy per person.
Additional copies are $0.25

C o rre ctio n s
In the Dec. 6 issue o f The
Montclarion, a picture taken by
Pyongho Kim, which appeared
on page 4, was attributed to
another photographer.
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EIGHTH-PAGE

4 .9 ” X 3 .7 5 "
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COLOR
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QUARTER-PAGE
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$ 5 5 .0 0
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pricing, policy and content are final. Checks & money orders are the only
form of payment accepted.
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Haley C ro u d s Get Filled
Road Improvements to Come with Spring
Kristie Cattafi

Assistant News Editor

Over winter break, road improvements
were made by filling in some potholes, the
most recent of which was made this weekend
near Blanton Hall.
During the winter months, potholes are
generally filled using a cold patch (an asphalt
substitute) because of the adverse weather
and the patch’s ability to compact well, ex
plained Tim Carey, assistant vice president
for facilities and services.
Mike Zanko, director of campus planning,
explained that every month, the director of
grounds services inspects the road condi
tions around campus. He will then compile
a fist of problems and the degree of any dam
ages.
“To drive around campus is an ongoing
housekeeping practice,” Zanko said.
“In areas where we have significant prob
lems, we have to wait until spring to acquire
asphalt from plants,” Carey said, explaining
why the road conditions are not fully ad

dressed during the winter.
Normally, plants that make asphalt close
down during the winter, but cold patches can
be bought at a local hardware store and are
easy to fill in potholes with during the cold
weather, Carey explained.
As for now, the potholes found and report
ed to the facilities and services department;
will be fixed with a cold patch. If a cold patch
adheres well, it can stay for an extended pe
riod of time. “The road conditions are much
better at this point,” said Carey.
When a cold patch is applied, the mate
rial is poured out thickly over the pothole
and tapped down with a tamper, a tool used
to flatten the cold patch, remove all the air
bubbles out and compact it. The tighter tlje
cold patch is compacted, the longer it will ul
timately last.
“The weather is really a nemesis to us,”
said Carey, “Our goal is to fix everything in
the spring”.
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Clockwise from top: The SGA

legislature voted on numerous motions and amendments throughout the five-and-

a-half-hour meeting Wednesday; Fatima deCarvalho (left) and Dean Rose Mary Howell (right), watched in antici
pation of each argument; (left to right) Dr. Karen Pennington, vice president of student development and campus
life, Andrea Khan, SGA vice president and Ronald Chicken, SGA president.
The Montclarion, assuring the SGA that
The Montclarion was the sole client in the
attorney-client relationship with former
Montclarion attorney Sal M. Anderton,
despite the SGA’s assertion that, as the
purse-string holders and overseeing body,
they were the client, and are now entitled to
the private correspondence that took place.
The Society for Professional Journalists
(SPJ) sent a letter of support for The
Montclarion.
“The Society urges the SGA to recognize
that if The Montclarion is to truly represent
the interests of the students at Montclair
State University, it must operate indepen
dent of the control of the SGA and be free to
report on the actions of student legislators,”
reads their statement.
Chicken, who did not make himself avail
able for comment after Wednesday’s meet
ing, has been the subject of playful and
often very impassioned-criticism on online
news commentaries and blog forums like
Baristanet’s “The Nasty Game of Chicken at
MSTTs Weekly.”
He’s been called, e-mailed and visited by
numerous reporters and photographers in
the week since the budget freeze and has
only responded to one in an interview.

The bill that passed was revised by sever still strongly feels is a flagrant First
al substantiative amendments. According to Amendment violation, committed by the
the final terms, executive officials from The SGA, when it obstructed its right to print its
Montclarion and SGA will convene within issue by suspending its funds.
the next month, with attorneys and an MSU
Legal counsel for the SGA, Aaron Easley
mediator present.
of Schiller & Pittenger in Scotch Plains,
This is what the newspaper considers a could not be reached in two phone attempts
failure by the legislature to reprimand the yesterday.
body’s executive officers for freezing The
According to Chicken, The Montclarion,
Montclarion’s budget for reasons pertain like all SGA organizations, has access to
ing to a retainer agreement made dining Easley , for counsel, but all inquiries must
the prior academic year, under the previous be submitted through Chicken beforehand
administration.
so that the executive board can determine
“The legislature had been provided with whether an organization requires legal
the proof alleviating The Montclarion of any assistance.
misfeasance,” said de Vries. “It’s just too bad
Chicken believes that The Montclarion
they didn’t have the backbone to stand up to and SGA do not have conflicting interests,
their leadership.”
because The Montclarion is structured with
“The SGA is at a crossroads,” began in the SGA governance umbrella.
Attorney General Joe Specchio at
Daniel Crowe, of Easley’s firm, sent a let
Wednesday’s five-and-a-half hour meeting. ter to The Montclarion on behalf of Chicken
Specchio, who made several significant stat on Jan. 28, requesting the correspondence
utory interpretations, told the legislature within five days and inform in g the newspa
that the matter before them was the “big per that failure to produce the documents
gest decision” they would be faced with this would put them in violation of their SGA
year.
charter.
A week of persistent media outreach
Chicken was faxed a letter on Wednesday
— from The New York Times to Eyewitness afternoon from ACLU-representing attor
News — has exposed what The Montclarion ney Christopher Michie, citing case law

precedent and explaining the conditions
which prove that the attorney-client rela
tionship was between The Montclarion and
Anderton.
Within hours, while the meeting was
still in session, de Vries was carbon-copied
on a fax to Anderton’s attorney, Christopher
Adams (of Walter, Hayden & Brogan), from
Crowe that said “I withdraw my request to
The Montclarion without prejudice to my
ability to reinstate the same.”
Vice President for Student Development
and Campus Life Dr. Karen Pennington
offered assistance on behalf of the adminis
tration “to help facilitate discussions” in the
upcoming negotiation attempt.
“Everybody came to understand that the
reed issue is how we best meet the needs of
the student body,” she said.
The SGA considers itself a private body.
It is incorporated, and operates within the
structure of Montclair State, with a budget
of roughly $1.2 million in student fees col
lected by the university and distributed to
the SGA.
Full-time undergraduates pay about
$50 per semester in Student Government
Association fees, and part-time students pay
$3.26 per credit.

S G A A tto rn e y G e n 
eral Jo e S p e cch io
(right) m ade several
legal in te rp ré ta tio n s
th ro u g h o u t th e d e 
bates. H e called un
c o n s titu tio n a l a bill
asking f o r th e legis
latu re t o “ e n d o rs e ”
and “ re c o m m e n d ”
th a t The M ontclarion c o n s id e r taking
a ctio n against its
o w n lead ersh ip fo r
th e allegations th a t
th e S G A used t o
fre e ze th e budget.

HERE IS A
GLIMPSE
INTO THE

Llo yd N a id e c k w as
o n e o f th e m o re v o 
cal legislators. N a id 
e c k asked w h y The
M ontclarion w o u ld
n o t sim ply tu rn o v e r
th e c o rre s p o n d e n c e
t o p u t an end t o th e
issue. L a te r in th e
debate, he w as an
ad vo cate fo r re su m 
ing bud get activity,
saying th a t th e m o s t
im p o rta n t th in g t o
c o n s id e r is h o w t o
g e t th e cam pus its
new spaper.
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N A M E :A n d r e a K han
M A JO R : Ju stice Studies
P O S m O N : V ic e P re sid e n t
R O L E : P re sid in g c h a ir o f th e
m eeting.

,

N A M E : A n d r e w B e re n g u e r
M A JO R : English
P O S I T IO N : L e g isla to r
S T A N C E : T h e S G A e x e cu tiv e b o a rd did
n o t fo llo w s ta tu to ry .p ro to c o l b y giving
th e n e w sp a p e r a se rie s o f le sse r punish?
m en ts b e fo re defaulting t o th e last r e s o r t
— fre e zin g th e b u d g e t entirely.

N A M E : Lau ren Jam es
P O S I T IO N : C o u n s e l f o r th e N e w Jersey
P re ss A s s o c ia tio n
Q U O T E : “ T h e fa ct th a t fun ds w e re taken
away in h ib its th e p a p e r fro m publishing.
It’s s till an in frin g e m e n t o n fre e speech,
w h e th e r y o u w a n t t o call it th a t o r not.”
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Photos by Matthew McCullough
Senator Robert M enendez and Congressman Bill Pascrell endorsed N ew York Senator-Hillary Clinton's presidential campaign at a rally held in Kasser Theater W ednesday.

said Senator Teresa Ruiz.
In this upcoming election, 44 million 1829 year-olds, who comprise one-fifth of the
U.S. population, are eligible to vote. Senator
Gill praised Senator Clinton as the “agent of
change and hope” and “independent thinker
and doer” our country needs.
“Hillary’s track record speaks for itself,”
said Pascrell in regards to why Montclair
State University, and all college students for
that matter, should vote for Clinton. “She is
a benefit for the country,” said Pascrell. In
addition to this, "she also wants to decrease
student loans and give students the oppor
tunity to attend college by making it more
affordable.

According to the New Jersey Division of
Elections website, voters who registered as
Democrat or Republican can vote in either
party’s primary election, which allows vot
ers to decide which candidates appear on
the November 2008 ballot.
This election is about the voters age 18
and older exercising their right to vote by
the 26th Amendment. The speakers reiter
ated throughout the rally the slogan that
appears on Clinton’s website: “The change

fo r information on voting in New Jersey
^ _________ go to www.nj.gov

I V F of
North Jersey
E G G D O N O R S N E E D E D !!!
THE IVF OF NORTH JERSEY IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALL ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN
THE AGES OF 21-32.

African-American donors are IN DEM AND!!
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RELIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $8000.00.
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The Princeton Review offers Classroom Courses and Small Group Tutoring
right at Montclair State University. Convenient schedules, expert instructors,

For more information on our egg donor program call
(973) 470-0303
and ask for one of our Nurses.
1035 RT.46 E A S T
C L IF T O N , N J 07013

advanced online resources and guaranteed score improvement*

Classes start soon. Call today for details.

146 RT. 17 N O R T H
H A C K E N SA C K , N J 07601

TELEPHONE (971)4704)303
F A X (973) 9 1 6 -0 4 8 8

800-2Review • PrincetonReview.com
Test names are thé trademarks of their respective owners, who are not affiliated with The Princeton Review. The Princeton Review and
The Princeton Review logo are trademarks of The Princeton Review, Inc., which is not affiliated with Princeton University. *See PrincetonReview.com for details
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WELCOME BACK !
COME A N D J O IN US:
Sunday

M a s s e s : E v e ry S u n d a y
E v e n in g a t 8:30 PM in th e S T U D E N T

C E N T E R - CA FÉ C
D o y o u s in g ; p la y a n in s tr u m e n t?
J o in o u r “C O M E AS YO U A R E
C H O I R ” - m e e ts S u n d a y ’s a t 7:30 PM in S tu d e n t C e n te r
C afé C a n d u n d e r th e d ire c tio n o f o u r M u sic D ire c to r,
le a r n s th e m u s ic fo r t h a t e v e n in g s M a s s...

* THIS WEEK FOR SUPER BOWL SUNDAY there will not be a Sunday Night Mass - Mass
will be SAT. EVE, FEB. 2, at 6:00 PM - Student
Center - Café C - Choir at 5 PM
W E E K L Y SCH EDULE:
M ONDAYS & W EDNESDAYS R o s a ry - 12:00 N o o n
D aily M a ss - 5:00 PM
TUESDAYS & TH U RSD A Y S D aily M a ss - 12:00 N o o n
R o sa ry - 5:00 PM
All held at th e NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER you can find the
Newman Center-BehindMoreheadHall, there’s a 80 step staircase

(!!!) That leads to the porch o f the Newman Center.

A SH W ED N ESD A Y - F E B R U A R Y 6:
7:30 AM - M ass - at the N ewm an Center
12:15 PM - M ASS - STUDENT CEN TER
BALLROOM A
1:30 -2:30 PM - Confessions, Student Center,
Ballroom A
3:00 PM - M ASS - STUDENT CENTERBALLROOM A
5:00 PM - Mass - at the N ewm an Center
Fr. J im C hern, C haplain & D irector
CHERNJAM (5)C0M CAST.NET
M att Boyle, P resid en t
BOYLEM5(5>Mail.Montclair.Edu
M att H iggins, Vice P resid e n t
H IG G IN SM i(5>M ail.M ontclair.Edu
S tep h an ie H au p in , Secretary
H aupinsi(5)M ail.M ontclair.E du
V eronica H aegele, T rea su rer

HELP
SAVE
S O M E O N E ’S
LIFE
Every day, all around the
world, men, women and
children are searching the NATIONAL MARROW
DONOR PROGRAM REGISTRY for a life-saving
donor like YOU.
These patients have leukemia, lymphoma and
other life-threatening diseases that can be treated
by a bone marrow or cord blood transplant. For
many of these patients, a transplant may be the
best and only hope of a cure.

MARROW DONOR CHEEKSWABBING TESTING
T uesday, February 5,2008
2:00 PM to 6:00 PM
In the Student Center Ballrooms
WHERE THE MONTCLAIR STATE BLOOD
Drive IS BEING CONDUCTED,
Sponsored by the
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CAMPUS
MINISTRY AT MONTCLAIR STATE
UNIVERSITY
It takes just minutes to sign up and be tested to be
a potential donor. Your information will be
entered into the National Bone Marrow Donor
Registry where people search for a life saving
match. GO TO WWW.MARROW.ORG for more
information and FAQ’s.
/
/
/

H A EG ELEV i(5)M ail.M ontclair.Edu
LO O K U S U P O N FA CEB O O K & JO IN O U R G R O U P o r
W W W .M Y S P A C E .C O M /M S U C A T H O L IC

/

The test consists of a simple cheek swab
sample taken with a cotton swab.
You should be in good health and between
the ages of 18 and 60
This is not a blood test (although you’re
welcome and encouraged to participate in the
Blood drive going on that day as well...)
YOU PAY NOTHING - normally the cost to
join the registry is over $50 to cover all the
costs the registry incurs in typing new
donors.
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MSUFeature@gmail.com

Jessica Lozak
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor

2007 w as a good year at
M ontclair State University ...
more or less. At the very least,
no one can say it was a dull year.
Many events, both good and bad,
spanned the year th a t kept the
adm inistration, students and the
country respectively, hopping.
Some of the most im portant and
influential moments of the past
year for both M ontclair State
and the country are as follows:
The new Recreation Center
was set to open, except th a t they
fell behind in construction and
had to push back the official
opening date until 2008. But ’07
saw several members of the stu
dent body actually stepping foot
inside the structure for a tour.
E vangelical dem onstrators
invaded the campus w ith signs,
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boards and literature of conver
sion. Student outrage was pal
pable ag ain st th e aggressive
C hristians, and the situation
quickly turned into an issue of
free speech until they were forced
to leave.
For the first tim e since 2000,
MSU re-instituted the de-reg
istration policy th a t withdraws
students w ith outstanding bal
ances. This firm policy began
the fall sem ester of f07 and those
who are subject to the policy will
have to re-register for classes
once th eir bills are paid
Sorrowfully, 2007 also saw
the tragedy of the V irginia Tech
shooting. The repercussions of
th a t horror echoed across the
country prom pting our school to
offer tribute and sym pathy to the
victims and th eir families.
In a moment o f high adrena
line levels, the campus witnessed

Feature

WWW.THEMONTCLARION.ORG

a sedan set ablaze in the teacher’s
arking lot beside Blanton Hall,
tudents gathered around the
Student Center and the diner,
craning to get a look as firefighte rsp u t out the fire.
The brave souls of Freem an
H all did battle w ith Old M an
W inter th is past year, being fro
zen out w ith no heat until the
sum m er m onths could see the
replacem ent of faulty, old piping.
There was a great to-do, and
space-heaters abounded.
The K assër T heater housed a
student production of the musical
Cabaret, a controversial play fea
tu rin g Nazis and nudity. Every
perform ance sold out, if not for
quality, then for sheer curiosity
of the taboo.
2007 also saw the election of
Ron Chicken into office as SGA
President. It could be considered
a joke cam paign, if not only for

M
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the continual puns regarding the
candidate’s nam e, but for the fact
th a t all four candidates also ran
unopposed for th eir positions.
Dem onstrations of support for
the Jen a 6 fiasco reached the
campus, prom pting students to
act out against racism and igno
rance. This was fu rth er proof
th a t education is needed for tol
erance and peace.
Finally; the end of 2007 ush
ered in MSU’s C entennial cel
ebration, m arking the hundredth
year of our school. A huge cel
ebration w as held, including
speeches, perform ances and the
release of one hundred doves.
Call 2007 a good year or a bad
year, but our school has made
it through another year. Let’s
hope 2008, and the next hun
dred years at our fine institution
of higher learning, are iust as
eventml.
mmM
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T hursday. Jan. si
Winter in Greece

Friday. Feb. i
Step It Up with HSA

SATURDAY. Feb. 2
C elebrating Rodents

9

m :-------- ; . vc ; 1 :•

•Those fun-loving folk of Chi Upsilon Sigma
•are doing what they do best — throwing a
•party! But not just any party: a party promot
in g winter in a positive light! Com e to the •
• S C Rath at 7 p.m. for a celebration of winter, •
I* G reek-style.
o
♦ • • • • • • • • • 9 , • • • • • • • • d
• • • 9 9 * 9 9 9 9 • • 9 • • • • • •
• •
«
• •
♦ «i

Sunday,"Feb. 3
¡5 For the 42n d T ime ...w
m

9

•

•That's right, yo. The H aitian Student •
•O rganization is holding a dance competition •fi
•that" you don't want to" miss. Show all your •
•m oves and get your groove on for the judg- •
•m ent and entertainment of others in the SC •
• Ballroom s at 8 p.m.
#2
• • • • • ® • • • • • •

Monday, feb. 4 a
# m
Perpetuating
Stereotypes

r r r r * • • *

9 9 9
9
• *• ® •

T uesday. Feb. !

M

«I

•This Groundhog Day, ring in the Chinese New
•Y ear w ith the Chinese Student Association.
•W e wave a fond goodbye to the pig of yes•teryear and embrace a rattish future. Come
• to the SC Dining Room at 11 a.m. for some
•cu ltu ral fun.

%

pjacks and
UTTERMILK

9-

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
♦ !» ' • • ’ • 9 9
9 9 9 9 * l T f

£ ""Wednesday, FebT6
Ashes to Ashes
•1 •
a la

9• ■

»•As long as there have been m a in -^ O h , Japan Club and their love of •¡¡•Yes, it is truly a momentous occa-*f*For all those reformed heathens
•stream sports, there have been 989a 11 things Japanese. This Monday •jjasiQn when the SC Com m uter 9 9 0 ut there, kick off Lent w ith
•sports parties. And for the Big #§9is no exceptionJto their fanaticism. •¡¡•Lounge is teeming with pancakes alabang in the SC Ballroom s this
|9 Game this year, Phi Beta S ig m a a p m e SC Rath w ill be filled with the^ laand pancake lovers. Show your 9 f9 weel<. For the M SU Catholic on the
¡•is upholding this tradition.
Probably
®
n
J A t 5 •¡•sound
■ ,
, of karaoke.
,
, v bad
, . A«support of fluffy pancake good-••go,
the services w ill be held dur•p.m., come to the Rath and su p -• •karaoke at that. If you re in the* «ness by stuffing your face w ith « «ing common hours at 2:30 p.m
•p 1ort Y°ur
favorite
football team, »¡«mood for aa Miuc-smgmgtji
little singing or enter-•¡•^
e n te r-^ C Aaiv
R S3 d
ati y9 a.m. And
for rnose*i«iacriricing
those ••Sacrificin g some ot
of your lou
lounge
in
T l.
Ana ror
•Hopefully, there w ill be buffalo•¡•tainm ent at the expense of oth-*|g*stingy eaters, make sure you bring* «time is a small price to pay for ie *
pwings.
• j 9 £rs, be sure to stop by at 7 p.m. #|Uyour own syrup.
»¡»safety of your eternal soul!

Overheard
Montclair

K ffl
ARIES (M arch 21-

Listen up and put down
your iPod. People are
trying to talk 1» yon.
And year ex 'is going
to show up, so prepare
yourself for the same oH drama. Just isn’t
your-week, huh?

TAURUS (April 21May 20)
Hay it cool this weckl
We. all know you life»
to be in-their-fece awe
some, but you need to
renter your chi. Trust
yourself and don’t let anyone influence you
with their negative aura. ■

E-mail submissions to:
MSUfeature@gmail.com

Don’t just sit in a comer this week, go outside!
If you don’t get out there, how do you expect
things to get better? Ju st remember to look
both ways when crossing the street ■

CAPRICORN (Dec.
22-dan. 20)

1 I r V

“ÜJ* "This whole situation is
jpjpferas crazy as Britney
Spears I"

People will be coming
at you from all sides,
-M
but don’t hold back.
C8ve.it to them. Pow,
i
The forecast suggests hot r i ^ t i i ’the.Mreer: And if they Start to cry» ]
\J X S r / i
tempers and high voices. ft’s O.E. to give them a tissue and berate
—
— Expect fights. Hopefully, 1 them emotionally.
”1love how the month
blood will not be spilled,
with babies has facts
bpt in case there is, keep a first aid kit on
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21about sexual assault."
hand ... and ft wouldn’t hurt to know hasic
Feb. 19)

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept

• People respect how
you feet so don’t be
“As a kid, I always
afraid to show it. They
thought that the
will also be coming to
Sandman looked like
Slow and steady wins the you. seeking advice, so be patient. Things
Mario.
Nintendo
racé. You’ve got a shell, Lare looking up. Unless you’re standing on
Mario."
GEMINI (May 21so let it’ a ! roll off your the ceiling. Then they are looking down.
back Remember, all those
fluffy bunnies might be fast, but when the
PISCES (Feb. 20Everyone hates when nuclear holocaust comes, you have' somewhere
March 20)
their elders try ta sit to hide.
them down and give
Things u rr looking hot
advice. B u t' for once,
SCORPIO (Get. 24-Nov.
for you fish-people!
toea:.rebd,f»fe:!ift t o
22)
;t Just be sure things
they know stuff you might not, so cut them
"The mice from B a b e were definite
don’t get too hot ami
some slack. .
Try to keep it in your you eqd up fishsticks. If you see a man in.a
ly the best singing rodents. The
Chipmunks suck."
pants, Romeo. That new yellow slicker foUowing you around with a
CANCER (done 22squeeze in class might small cardboard box, hide.
d u iy 2 2 )
be á mega-hottie, but you
heed to think before you bone. Do you really j
If It’s foot
: The Man is giving you want to wake up with a hangover and a wed
Birthday
a shot; don’t hold back. | ding ring in VeguisJI
This Week:
Also, when people start
being nice to you this
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
Home life
Person l:"The SGA would like to
week, don’t buckle under the attention: ride
23-Dec. 21)
and work
place an ad in the paper on a
them for all they’re worth. This is your stop
life
will |
Ü Ü
monthly basis."
on the gravy train,.
You're gonna d ie ... some
be mixing
day, 'ft’s time to be prac
for a
Person 2: “Wait, oh yes, that would
23-Attg.
tical and plan for the
while, creat
require, a paper, wouldn't it?"
future. Get your bead out ing a possible chemical reaction. Never a
of the toilet long enough to make some plans. good thing. Remain flexible and open. So
; Then you can go back to binge drinking.
just try to be a rubber box, if possible. ;
. Virn Í'ihrmumi The Montclarion
¡Wx
:'

LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct.
23)

th i
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Internet Activists Take on Scientology
Em ily A n n M cD on ou g h
Staff W riter

Fox News called them an “Internet hate
machine,” while others call them vigilantes
fighting for their own form of justice. They,
however, simply call themselves Anonymous.
Originally starting as a band of Internet
forum frequenter's all posting under the
same name (you can guess what that is),
their first unified action as activists began
in 2006 with an attack on the popular web
site ebaumsworld.com. On Jan. 21, they set
the bar a little higher by calling out one of
the most well-known and notorious religions
in the United States today, Scientology.
Their first message to the Tom Cruiseendorsed religion appeared on Youtube titled
“Message to Scientology.” Using a neutral
computer voice set against a background of
the sky, Anonymous laid out their manifesto,
condemning the “Church” for its “campaigns
of misinformation,” “suppression of dissent”
and “litigious nature.” The message went
on to say that, because of this, Anonymous
had decided “for the good of your followers,
for the good of mankind — for the laughs
— we shall expel you from the Internet
and systematically dismantle the Church of
Scientology in its present form.” It ends the
message with the rather ominous “Expect
us.”
Shortly after the message was broad
cast, the official website for Scientology was
attacked, bringing its speed to a slow crawl.
The group also made prank phone calls to
the church and put several secret files on
public display. In response, the Church of
Scientology offered $5,000 out of their multi
million dollar enterprise to anyone who could

get the names of the people responsible.
vein. In the second message, Anonymous They ended their second message with this:
The response to Anonymous’ war on described themselves as “a collective of
“Be very wary of the 10th of February.
Scientology has been varied. Clocking in at individuals united by an awareness that Anonymous invites you to join us in an act of
1,438,832 views on Youtube, the “Message someone must do the right thing, that some solidarity. Anonymous invites you to take up
to Scientology” has thousands of comments one must bring light to the darkness, that the banner of free speech, of human rights,
either supporting or condemning the efforts someone must open the eyes of a public that of family and freedom. Join us in protest
of these activists. Hundreds of people claim has slumbered for far too long.” Either way, outside of Scientology centers world-wide.”
ing to be members of Anonymous have this group isn’t going to fade away quietly.
Just remember: expect them.
cropped up, echoing their
credo of “we do not forgive;
we do not forget,” while
Scientology is a religious system based on the seeking o f self-knowledge and spiritual fulfillment through
still others complain about
graded courses o f study and training.
Anonymous’ tactics, calling
them domestic terrorists, One
Founder Science-fiction writer
Basic beliefs
Scientology
L. Ron Hubbard
group, calling themselves
•
A person is an
KRC triangle
Sacred text Hubbard’s “Dianetics:
“The Regime,” went so far
Immortal spiritual
Knowledge
The Modern Science
being, called a thetan,
Responsibility
as to attempt to hack into
of Mental Health“
who possesses a mind
Control
1 1
Anonymous’ forums, with
and body

Scientology

little to no success.
On Sunday, Jan. 27,
Anonymous posted their sec
ond message. Instead of focus
ing on the church, this one
decided to address the people.
Entitled “Call to Action,” the
video appeals to the audience
directly, and their message
this time is simple: “We want
you to be aware of the very
real dangers of Scientology.”
They continue on with an
apparent laundry list of
crimes, including child labor,
government infiltration and
murder.
There are many misconcep
tions about Anonymous. Some
believe that they are “hackers
on steroids,” “domestic terror
ists” or other things in that

Consulting, health
care, drug treatment,
book publishing
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* Kirstie Alley

• Tom Cruise
• Katie Holmes
* John Travolta
« Lisa Marie Presley
G reta Van Susteren

«
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ARC triangle

• Affinity, emotion
Reality
Communication

• Points of triangles are interrelated;
when one point is improved, the other
com ers are improved

• The thetan has lived
through many past
lives and will continue
to live beyond the
death of the body
• Psychiatry and
psychology are
destructive and
abusive practices

Dynamics of existence
Scientologists state that the dynamic principle o f existence is to survive and
that man survives across these eight dynamics:

Cross

wEight points
represent the
dynamics of life

« First
« Self, the
individual,
body, mind,
immediate
possessions

-«Fifth
| • Life forms,
| all plant and
' animal life
•«Fourth
I • Mankind,
' as a species

Second»
• Family,
children I
and all |
other
creativity

«Third
• Group
survival,
friends,
company,
nation, race

© 2008M CT
Source: Handbook of Scientology, Church of Scientology, A P
Graphic; Melina Yingling

«Sixth
• Physical
universe, matter,
energy, space
and time
« Seventh
• Spiritual,
source of
life itself
« Eighth
• Infinity, the
Supreme Being
or Creator
courtesy of M C T Campus

The world heeds
peoplejike you...

...in the field of Public Health.
Biostatistics • Environmental & Occupational Health
Health Education • Epidemiology • Health Policy
Urban Health • Dental Public Health
Jo in us in th e fie ld o f p u b lic h e alth by e n ro llin g in a g ra d u a te p ro gram a t th e U M D N JSchool o f Pub lic H ealth. W e o ffe r m aster's an d d o cto ra l degrees, an d certificate program s
in a variety o f p u b lic h e alth c o n ce n tra tio n areas. O u r School provides a ffo rd a b le , high
q u a lity e d u ca tio n designed to acco m m o date b o th fu ll-tim e studen ts an d w o rk in g
professionals. P u b lic h e a lth is a broad, dynam ic an d g ro w in g fie ld w ith m e a n in g fu l career
o p p o rtu n itie s. Explore th e possibilities. V isit o u r w ebsite, http://sph.umdnj.edu, o r call one
o f o u r th re e cam puses today.
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Piscataway/New Brunswick

Stratford/Camden

732-235-4646

856-566-2790

973-972-7212
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Hot Pointers for Cold-W eather Fashion
Stop by Target and check out their flat sport
buckle boots by Mossimo. At a bargain price
of $.34.99, you’ll be stepping into style in no
time.
But hey, we fashionistas also love to enjoy
ourselves, and with the winter season comes
the best time to enjoy those winter sports.
From skiing to snowboarding, tubing and ice
skating, that-snow gear can show wear and
tear over time, and new gear seems to cost a
bundle. Here are some tips of finding the lat
est gear for your winter sport craze without
breaking the bank:
• Look at affordable brands. While it’s impor
tant to make sure your ski and board brands
are reputable, there are many good brands
that cost less: Columbia sportswear, L.L.
Bean and Lands’ End are just a few examples
that are worth looking at.
• Shop at outlet stores. Outlets offer the best
quality for the lowest prices. Look at Sierra
Trading Post and overstock.com for some
ideas.
• Buy versatile clothing, such as a fleece

Kasia Krzoska
Staff W riter

It’s a flew year, one filled with goals and
resolutions, activities and ideas. But with
January, however, comes the promise of a
couple more months of cold, wintry weather.
Let’s face it — it’s difficult to stay stylish
and warm in freezing temperatures; after
all, comfort and functionality come first.
But here are a couple of pointers for putting
together warm and chic winter outfits, all
within a college student’s budget.
This remaining winter season, the basics
take a very interesting turn. The most styl
ish and warm coats come in a new variety
of styles and materials to choose from, from
trenches (cinched at the waist) to retroinspired swing coats (that flow away from
the waist). These 1960s styles compliment
almost every body type. Opt for a plaid pat
terned trench or electric blue swing coat.
Fofever21.com offers a variety of trench
es, swing and military coats at affordable
prices, like their satin trench coat at only
$39.80!
B u t' hey, winter means layering, and
we don’t mean tacky ‘80s knit by dear
old grandma — we mean fashionista style,
oversized and “chunky.” Choose from big allaround sweaters, easily cinched at the waist
with a belt, or bold sweaters with enlarged
collars or turtlenecks. There is a belted cowl
neck sweater from Macy’s for just $59. The
bigger sleeves and collar help shrink the
waist, creating that dainty-looking figure
that can be lost under those many heavy
winter layers.
Now to the fun part. With all those
layers,-we need something bold to keep us
snow-bunnies looking sharp. Keep warm
and stay in style with this season’s elbowlength gloves. Scrunch them down or add a
couple of simple bangles to keep warm under
all those oversized sweaters. To snatch up
a couple of bangles, find them at Claire’s
for only $6.50. Yes, the same Claire’s you
shopped at when you were in high school.
It’s almost vintage now, no? And grab a pair
of gloves from H&M while you’re at it. Now
Karl deVries
you can hail a cab down the streets of the
Editor-in-Chief
city or carry those books in between classes
while protecting your hands from painful
If I were you, I'd begin the
countdown to the stripping down
frostbite, or equally painful fashion errors.
' But before you hit the streets, avoid ice
(excuse the pun) of the m ost per
and make sure you’re looking good in the
sonal aspects of you r personal life,
latest pair of boots. This season, styles range j A m yth, you say? D on't m ake me
from ankle high booties to fur-trimmed, ) laugh! Unless Jason Tynes kicks anmetalhc-buckled, zipper-decorated or boldseamed mid-calf. And although heels remain
in style, we’re college students, so comfort is
key as well. Go for flat or low-heeled riding
boots that look great with any winter outfit
and will keep you warm and comfortable.

pullover or sweater that
can be worn under both
ski jackets as well as
over your city clothes.
• Consider
used
clothing. Look at it as
v in ta g e -c h ic -sk iin g
clothes. Consider eBay,
com or secondhand
stores. Just make sure
the clothing is in good
condition!
So, enjoy the rest of
our cold, yet beautiful
season. Take advan
tage of the crispy air
and occasional snow.
Even though the holi
days are over, we can
always enjoy ourselves
skiing, snowboarding
or just putting together
a hot winter outfit for
this weather!

Jessica Suico | The M ontclarion
W hile winter is swiftly leaving, remember that many of the pieces
you buy this winter can do double duty for spring.

This guy I hooked up with is in the same circle of friends as me. It was probI ably the most awkward sex I've ever had. I'm nervous that he might have
told everyone. Is it a myth that guys tell each other all their bad sex stories?

Justina Villanueva
G raphics Editor

¡

False. G uys tell each oth
e r A LL th e ir sex stories. Like w ar
¡1: scars, one-tim e poke-n-play sesjf sions are part of th e ir m asculin
ity, poor quality aside. With saying
that, how m uch of a dude is this
guy?
C onsider this questionnaire

courtesy of urbanoutfitters.com
Even though spring is around the corner,
gloves are still an essential for the remaining
winter months.

-Kiss and Spill? |
other playoff-w inning field goal or
the substitute sports discussion of
the hour interrupts the proceed
ings, the Vegas line on you r con 
fidentiality is 10,000 to one. As
an added bonus, you can rest a s
sured th a t you r m em ories o f the
evening in question will probably
pale in com parison to the sw ash
buckling tale of fem ale conquest
that Pirate Pete is probably inun
dating his friends with.
The questions th a t m ust
preoccupy you at a tim e like this:
does everyone th in k I'm a skank?
Am l a skank? W hat m asochis
tic tendency lures me into such
em asculating skan k-like circu m 
stances? As som eone who e x
hausted his ration of self-esteem

som ew here in the second grade,
all I can offer is that as tim e gods
on, people tend to forget such inconsequential, em barrassing episodes.
§
.
You seem to hint that the
man of the hour (or half-hour, o r
w hatever) was a friend. Is there
anything there? W hile .it's not the
place of anyone (particularly snide
new spaper editors) to dictate the
m ood of you r heartstrings, perhaps you should evaluate you r
own feelings tow ards this guy.
Who knows? Maybe the overload
of one too m any Michelob Ultras
and the feelings of unsatisfied
post-coital blissless-n ess were

in you r quest for determ ining his
dedication to dudeliness. Does he
spend his free tim e with his "b u d 
dies" (m ale-coined term fo r guy
BFFs)? O r is he a loner (i.e. rather
than going to G u ita r H ero parties,
he Heroes out to "W elcom e to the
Jungle" in his boxers)?
Does he do drugs? If the
answ er is yes, hopefully he was
too stoned to realize the level
of aw kw ardness you've encoun
tered.
Does he respect w om en in
general? O r does he refer to us
as "broad s" and spank w aitresses'
bottom s?
How m ature . is he? This
isn 't a "d oe s his mom still, iron
his clothes" query, but m ore of a

question of his general ability to
handle aw kw ard situations.
Once you've tallied up the
score, given you rse lf a nervous
breakdow n because you can't
handle negotiating his co u rtli
ness and w ritten a "w oe is m e"
blog, consider the m ature-adult
option — talk to him.
I know. I krjow. I know!
Who w ants to go. through that?
Considering that he's in you r
circle of friends, though, this is
the tim e to break the ice before
catching him in the m iddle of a
beer pong tournam ent. Plus, ju st
giving him signs doesn't dictate
you r stance on m aking the event
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Despite the Cold, Quebec Parties on
Bernadette Marciniak
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Despite the systematic removal of snow,
there is still a fair amount of slush on the
sidewalks. Nobody cares — they trudge on
anyway. It is Survivor: Quebec City, and the
New Yorker in her five-inch stilettos has just
been booted off the island.
Despite the five layers of pants, shirts
and socks; despite the heavy Ugg rip-off
boots; despite the hats and scarves (yes,
plural) and the heavy Abercrombie winter
jacket I’m wearing, I can still feel the cold
penetrate my skin. The frost makes my skin
dry up like a desert.
The cold weather doesn’t bother the
natives of Quebec City though, as they gath
er in the center of town on New Year’s Eve to
celebrate the coming of the next year. While
I’m dressed like an Alaskan Eskimo, they
brave the fierce frost in regular clothes.
The musical acts of some of their local tal
ent lead the fun, and big television screens
are set up in the surrounding areas for those
who cannot push their way to the stage. This
is no Dick Clark in Times Square, though,
because despite the crowds, everyone can
stand loosely with space around them to
spare.
The natives dance and sing in French
and remain jolly, even though it is close to
- 5 degrees outside. Because it is New Year’s,

the rules have been bent, and most onlook
ers have with them beer or wine, which they
can freely drink in the streets on this night
without any consequences. This is the slow
paced style of life that the Québécois enjoy,
and that most of us fast-paced Jersey people
dream of.
Quebec City, the capital of its province
and the second-largest city in Quebec, was
not only celebrating the arrival of the new
year that night, but also the start of its 400th
birthday. It is one of the oldest European
settlements in North America, founded by
Samuel de Champlain in July 1608.
Its history can still be seen when one
walks toward its edge on the St. Lawrence
River, where the Old Historic District is.
Cobblestone still lines the narrow streets,
and small alleyways are filled with little
shops and restaurants that, despite looking
like stores you would find in your local mall,
still hold the historic element of commercial
ism within them.
Even though the main language of Quebec
City is French, this is one place Americans
don’t have to feel judged for being ignorant.
English is their second language, and people
who work in hospitality will do their best to '
accommodate the English-speaking traveler,
even though their English is just a little bet
ter than our French. Travel outside the met
ropolitan area though, and it’s a different
story. Hand-gestures and broken phrases

will have to make do, because most locals:in
the small surrounding suburbs don’t speak
English, and don’t seem to care.
The Québécois are a proud people. The
province itself tried to gain sovereignty from
Canada in the ‘80s and again in the early
‘90s. Even though most people now don’t
feel the need to secede anymore, there is
still evidence of a feeling of prestige over thf
rest of Canada; when the Prime Minister
comes onto the screen during the New Year’s
celebration, the view of his face is booed and
rejected.
However, you’d be surprised to find that
in their pride, they are also open and intereste^jn the rest of the world — for example,
American politics. As I sip some of my
Caesar cocktail (a Canadian drink similar
to a Bloody Mary, only it has the addition of
clam juice) the bartender whom I’ve made
friends with over the last few days asks
about our upcoming presidential election,
and our views on what should happen if
Clinton or Obama get nominated. Who can
blame him though? It’s a race worth analyz
ing, and the stakes are important to nonAmericans, too.
As I continue to truck through the snow
back toward the hotel, people line the streets,
screaming “Bonne Annee!” With the upcom
ing Ice Carnival and Summer Festival, it
will be a bonne anne for Quebec, as they
celebrate the anniversary of their city.
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He Said

Continued From Page 12

m eant to be. You m ay consider
cleaning up the details of such a
rom ance when it com es tim e to tell
the grandkids, of course.
In the end it's really none
o f th e ir business, nor that of the
boys back at the bar. A t the risk
of injecting class into the intellec
tual sew er of "H e Said, She S aid "
com m entary, I'd like to rem ind you
of the w ords of one Eleanor Roos
evelt: "N o one ever m ade you feel
inferior w ithout you r consent." C e r
ta in ly not an invalid point in this
case.

She Said

Continued From Page 12

Bernadette M arciniak | The Montclarion
The vintage streets of Quebec City were awash with anticipating visitors for the 400th Anniversary Celebration during this past New Year's Eve.

public. Guy, girl, sen ior citizen,
or pre-teen, the m ajority of the
Am erican population are not m ind
readers.
W hether you w ere close
friends beforehand or not, if he has
any kind of m orals, he'll ditch the
slugged intim ate act story from his
g etting -b u sy tales line-up. If he's
like me, on the oth er hand, he'll
keep it as a headliner. And iri that
case, you m ight not w ant to e-m ail
or instant m essage him because
that is ju s t digital p roof fo r him to
show off to his buddies.
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ON CAMPUS:

Jessica Lozak
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor
Bernadette Marciniak
Arts & Entertainment Editor

be done in tribute to AmericgSn
composer Leonard Bernstein and
will consist of various works, writ
ten by him.
Wednesday, April 23 — 7:30 p m

(compled byJessica Lazak)

RECITALS
The John J. Cali School of
Music works hard to produce the
. finest musical performers. Don’t
believe it? Why not judge for your
self and go see one of their fine
performances during the spring
semester’s Wednesday at One con
certs?
Every Wednesday afternoon at
1 p.m., a different musical group
will be giving a recital in the
McEachern Recital Hall.
String Recital— Feb. 6
Composition Recital — Feb. 13
Jazz Combos— Feb. 20
Guitar Recital — Feb. 27
Voice Recital— March 5
Woodwinds Recital — March 12
David Bbder Jazz Concert— March 26
Brass Recital— April 2
Percussion Recital— April 9
Chamber Recital— April 16
Cali School Awards Concert— April
30

p ^ ^ M U S IC INSPIRED
World-famous pianist David
Witten comes to MSU to per
form a new sonata written by
Mauricio Dottori at the Kasser
Theater, as well as works by
Alessandro Solbiati and Nikolai
Tcherepnin. The subtitle of the
show, “Soundscapes from Italy
and Russia,” detail the origins of
inspiration and influence of the
music itself.
Thursday, Jan. 31 — 7:30 p m

mTheE first
s r time
i r pH0NY
the MSU
Symphony Orchestra (directed by
Paul Hostetter) appears at the
Kasser Theater is this March,
performing a variety of works by
musicians Peter Shickele, Kodaly
and Elgar. The music is thought
to be fun and lively, so make sure
you come ready for a good time.
Saturday, March 1 — 8 p m

The MSU Symphony Orchestra
returns to Kasser in April for their
last performance of the semester.
Their repertoire this time will

Haven’t gotten your fill of sympho
ny yet? Good! The MSU Symphonic
Band and Wind Symphony are at
the Kasser Theater to fulfill those
demands under the direction of
Thomas McCauley. Their variety
for their season opener consists
of pieces by Dukas, Mozart and
Bernstein.
Sunday, March 2 — 3 p m

The Symphonic Band and Wind
Symphony round out their season
with a celebration of music honor
ing American composers, filling
Kasser Theater once more with
the music of Bernstein, Gershwin
and Copland.
Friday, April 25 — 7:30 p.m.
Satuday, April 26— 8 p m

SHANGHAI QUARTET
The Shanghai Quartet returns
to MSU for another performance
in the Kasser Theater, this time
accompanied by clarinetist David
Singer and pianist David Witten.
They will be showcasing major
works of the composer Brahms,
including Clarinet Quintet op. 115
and Piano Quintet op. 34.
Sunday, April 6 — 3 p m

M

ble ™

™

That’s right — the Harry Partch
Ensemble is back! They’ll be tak
ing the stage in Kasser, playing
music by the late composer him
self, on instruments he created.
The ensemble will also be perform
ing selections they have written
themselves with’ the instruments
at their disposal.
Wednesday, April 23— 1 p m

MSU JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Just when you thought all this
instrumental music in Kasser was
about to get to you, the MSU Jazz
Ensemble saves the day. Along with
guest artist Hendrick Meurkens,
who plays the jazz harmonica and
vibes, the ensemble will be per
forming works of classic and con
temporary jazz literature.
Sunday, April 27— 3 p m
M usic and Theater continued on
Page 18

courtesy of M ike Peters and Bard Martin
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i r THE RECORD STORE:

Appeal of New Album is Magnetic
David Clarke
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor

Eight years ago, indie-pop group
The Magnetic Fields released 69
Love Songs, featuring 69 beauti
ful, funny and original love songs
and establishing the songwriting
mastermind Stephen Merritt as
one of the best modern songwrit
ers.
Since then, Merritt has spent
most of his time pursuing side proj
ects, including his bands The 6ths
(featuring songs with difficult-topronounce titles) and The Gothic
Archies, as well as his theatrical
work, released on the underrated
album Showtunes. After only one
album (the concept album i, with
songs beginning with the letter
“i”),' Merritt has finally returned
to The Magnetic Fields with his
new album, Distortion.
The album lives up to its name.
The concept, according to Merritt,
was to produce an album full of
three-minute power-pop songs,
departing from the soft rock sound
used in i.
Merritt uses the same instru
ments in every song, since his
intention was to adapt the sound
of Jesus and Mary Chain’s first
album Psychocandy (a landmark
album that employed distortion as.

liberally as is seen in Distortion).
While Merritt packs every sec
ond of music with sounds coun
tering the melody (even in paus
es, the listener still hears white
noise), he doesn’t really duplicate
Psychocandy in the way he may
have intended — not that I care.
Distortion is first and foremost
a Stephen Merritt album, and it
lives up to that title. Each song is
packed with the cynical-yet-touching charm and pop melodies that
made 69 Love Songs such a mas
terpiece. If one can make them out
through the walls of sound, the
lyrics are as clever as anything
Merritt has ever done.
Consider “The Nun’s Litany,”
featuring the voice of a nun declar
ing all of the sinful jobs she wants,
never once mentioning anything
resembling the pious. A typical
verse goes, “I want to be a brothel
worker / I’ve always been treated
like one / If I could be a back-street
lurker / I’d make more money and
have more fun.”
Comparisons to Brian Wilson
are expected when talking about
Merritt, since both are genius
songwriters who combine pop
melodies with non-traditional
sounds, and Merritt seems to see
•the similarities. He even names a
track “California Girls,” offering a

courtesy of Clay Walker
Left: C laudia G onson, John W oo, Sam Davol and Stephen M eritt o f The M agnetic Fields perform at the Vari
ety Theater, prom oting their new album.

less optimistic take on the state’s
female population.
The song goes, “They ain’t
broke, so they put on airs, / the
faux folks sans derrieres. / They
breathe coke and have affairs /
with each passing rockstar. / They
come on like squares / then get off
■like; squirrels / T hate California

girls.”
With classic song after clas
sic song,- Merritt proves that he
doesn’t need the gimmicks he so
often employs. However, he thrives
while working within the. superfi
cial construct he creates for him
self The songs in Distortion work
as great pop singles, while never

overshadowing the purpose of the
whole work.
Distortion is different yet the
same, with sounds that twinkle
in the memory long after the final
song plays, cementing M erritt as
one of the few men in music who
consistently lives up to his high
ambitions. i r * r * r * r k
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PEER LEA D ER

Want to learn more?
Stop by during one of the Information Sessions
sponsored by New Student Experience
: Date
i Thursday January 24

Tim e
7:00*8:00

P la ce
Bohn Hall Main Lounge

: Tuesday January 29
>
j Friday February 1

12:00*1:00

University Hall Room 2004

1:00-2:00

University Hall Room 2006

; Wednesday February 6

3:00-4:00

University Hall Room 2006

i Thursday February 7

7:00-8:00

Freeman Hall Main Lounge
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Iff THE CONCERT HU1:

major tour of the area is The
Bamboozle. Following in
the footsteps of its predecessor,
W comes a new the Skate and Surf festival, The
[These run the Bamboozle is a two-day event with
expensive more bands than you can count on
[affordable and provide your fingers and toes combined.
I excuse to ditch those Notable groups include Chiodos,
Land get out there to Anti-Flag, Jack’s Mannequin, the
Bouncing Souls, Saves the Day,
h . While many
made stops in Paramore, Gym Class Heroes and
pi-state area, there are still Less, than Jake. Perhaps most
of opportunities for good tours important is the appearance of
coming before the Vinnie Caruana, former lead sing
end of the semester. er of integral band The Movielife
The Take and current lead singer of I Am
■ Action Tour is The Avalanche, performing a set
in its sixth year of of only Movielife songs ~ some
operation in 2008 thing unheard of since their
and continues to breakup in 2003. New this year
spread the j^ k rd is T h e H o a w i n k , a smaller
about the mr^ven- festival j||^ H w h ic h not much
tion of teen sui- fos known — the website lists a
I cide, s o m e t^ ^ ^ ^ H bunch of fakeglbands, seemingly
supporters • at Sub aliases for faHmore well-kno’
acts — which
p
before Bamboozle in the samfjPcahave kept sueng tion, One- and two-day p a H s are
®ice theyery begin- currencybb^ sale, and H e event
takes place on May 3 and -4 at the
bill stands strong with hardcore Meadpwlands Sports Comp l a i n
favorites Every Time I Die and The East Rutherford.
BledTaStell as a Sonny MooreJess
Along with the larger, more
From First^W ^st* August Burns well-known lours of the se SfpSmT
Red and Tl^E film an Abstract. some newcomers and ¡poividual
Catch this
22 in Philly at t o i i ^ m ^ | j ^ U & y u t s the
the Theater for the living Arts, area on Feb. 12, at the Bighline
or the ^fflowihg day in NYC at Ballroom in NYC as well ¿¿Feb.
Irv in g ^ H iS ^ T ro cee d H H B H H 15 in Phidy at the F i i ^ ^ H k i a n
year’s tour go to Do Something,, a Church. H> ’f the Jam zS H fcse
oftheir new album Champion, popnon-profit charity that
p u n lH H H E Audition take the
a chance to help change
On
ippo- stage fli^Kilnvy On The Coast,
site end of e spec- Danger « B io and Another Day
trum , Rockstar's Late.
Twin sisters and indie darlings
Taste of Chaos
Tour presses on in Tegan and Sara set out on
its fourth continuous tour this April and will be in our
year. Often hailed as area on May 12 at Terminal 5 in
the “winter Warped NYC. The sisters are promoting
Tour,” Warped found their latest album, The Con, which
er Kevin Lyman also many critics have placed on the
.produces Taste of top of theijdkibum lists for 2007.
Chaos. Previot^years T erm in al^^H a relatively small,
have brought aHLjgty standing-room only venue, sort of
of bands to t h H |a g e |^ a s m ^ H H H H i n a larger,
kes ifegi§l|
but none more fl&han
opportunity..t6;.get
up close
this year. Japanese
| bands D’espaifsRay,
S R 06f lead singer fo S 'h e
C IS
Ataris.
is on tour doing an acoustic
derheath will take
set
of
The
Atar is’ well-loved album |M |
pthi Ameiicau stage,
S
h
e
Skies,
Broken Hearts ... Next
[ olong^HSl-„Avenged
TJ
Exits
in
small venuek
Sevenf^Hrev Bullet
for M H pfalentine, file country. The cfosest
Blessthefall,
Idiot our area is at the Galaxy Cafoand
P ilo t.. ■and others. Stage in Sooth Plainfield on Feb. 18
| This is MUCC’s first alongside Ideal favorites Add Then I
A m enca^^^^^^H
D’espairsRay’s first StaUKde date fe d Alarm the £3oo]feg-1
since early 2007. Taste of Chaos
finds way to our
U M la r d K iU h i^ u ri^ r Center in mg touis in the area ^ there
Philly and on the 15th*v!l March are alw aysrplentyH ^H B show s
that mighr
ba
at the Asbury Pare Convention
long
with new dS
mi
Center.
ir and enjoy.
Arguably the most famous dis
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ON THE TUBE:

Top Ten Most Ridiculous Moments in the
Tyra Banks/John Edwards Interview
Trevor Cahill
Staff W riter

NOTE: This article was written
before Senator John Edwards
announced on Jan. 20 his offi
cial departure from the 2008
presidential race.
n th eir race to th e W hite
House, P residential candi
dates do a lot to prom ote
them selves, inclu d in g in te r
view s on ta lk shows. W hile
som e m ay be w ise and choose
accredited and adm ired hosts,
others do not m ake Such deci
sions. T his p a st w eek, form er
hopeful John Edw ards sa t down
to ta lk w ith Am erica’s favorite
narcissist, Tyra B anks.
A s you can im agine, th is
was not the m ost rivetin g o f
interview s. L ike she does in
m ost o f h er shows, Tyra tried
to tu rn it to h erse lf and her
career, and did w hat she could
to p u ll out shockers. H ere I
w ill lis t th e top 10 m om ents o f
the ridiculousness th a t is Tyra
(note: despite w hat is said here,
we all love Tyra; le t’s not lie):

I

1

Tyra calls Edwards hot.

To start off this gem of an
interview, Tyra said to Edwards,
“I gotta tell you, I’m gonna embar
rass you; you’re really h o t... We see
you on TV, and we’re all like ‘Oh,
the TV light’s just making him
look all fine.’”
Where most hosts would intro
duce a guest in a cordial manner,
Tyra explained that she wanted
nothing more than to be on top
of the middle-aged candidate. I
guess having no one on top of her
for 20 years would do that.

2 Tyra brings up a bad
memory.
In one of many attempts- to
break down Senator Edwards, Tyra
brought up his wife Elizabeth’s
struggle with breast cancer and
how many anti-Edwards Americans
say he is a horrible husband for
thinking about himself while his
wife needs him desperately.
Really, Tyra, you had to go
rthere?

t o

u
Tyra’s disappearing
bangs.
As we all know, Tyra has
recently been sporting some
incredibly thick, forehead-eating
bangs. However, for her interview
with Edwards, her bangs took the
day off, leaving plenty of room for
her infamous five-head.
Then, during a commercial
break, we were shown previews for
a groundbreaking new episode in
which (bum bum bum) the bangs
are back! But wait, that’s not
all — during another break, Tyra
revealed previews for another epi
sode, in which she was again sans
bangs. Could this be the end for
Tyra’s number one favorite thing
about 2007?

4 jo h n Edwards takes his
wife to Wendy’s for their
anniversary.
Tyra really seemed to appreci
ate this tradition that Edwards
and wife Elizabeth continue to
observe. In honor of this beautiful
act, Tyra presented Edward^ with

c o u e r

o t h e r

&
Tyra asks a childish
question.
When talking about Edwards’

c o n c e r t s

a r

a r t s - r e L a t e d

¡É É e u e n t s

+

a Wendy's meal, which she shared
with him. She said this tradition
really got her choked up, but not as
much as her vomiting backstage
did after eating that french fry, I’m
sure.

p u a y s ^ r e c it a

m u s ic a ls ,
J

courtesy of Fox
Tyra presents John Edwards w ith a plate o f Wendy's burgers and Frostys
after lie shares a tradition upheld by him and his wife.

o n

.c a m p u s * *

younger children, Tyra asked if his
youngest daughter, Emma Clair,
asked her dad to name the state
of Montana “Hannah Montana”
when he becomes President. The
senator’s uncomfortable laughter
pretty much summed up what he,
as well of the rest of America, was
thinking: “Not as much as you
i Continued on Page 18
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ON CAMPUS Iconfd):

Entertainm ent

Continued from Page 14

MSU SINGERS

subUrbia

Finishing out the spring semester in the
Kasser Theater is a performance by none
other than the MSU Singers, directed by
Heather J. Buchanan. This will be their
Farewell Concert before touring Russia and
will include William Bolcom’s “The Mask”
and works by other American composers.

F a x T heater

Friday, May 2 — 7:30 p m

April 3,4,9,10,11 at 7:30 p m
April 5,12 at 8 p m
April 11 at 1 p m
Aprils, 13 at 2 p.m.

ew
(compiled by Bernadette Marciniak)

“Get your tickets early. There aren’t many
seats in Fox Theater,” Diamond said
about subUrbia. Directed by Jorge
Cachiero, subUrbia is a provocative
look at the difficulties that young peo
ple of our generation face in today’s
world.

^

DANCE WORKS

MACHINAL
M emorìal A uditorium

K asser T heater

Driven by a loveless marriage and the
mechanical nature of day-to-day life,
American housewife murderer Ruth Snyder
awaits trial ahd execution in Machinal. The
production will be helmed by New Yorkbased director Rosemary Andress.
Feb. 20,21,22 at 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 22 at 1 p.m.
Feb. 23 at 8 p m
Feb. 24 at 2 p m

Diamond described Dance
-Works a “‘best of guest art
ists’ performance.” Dance
Works will feature
the music and work of
M artha Graham, Bill
T. Jones and Murray
Lewis.
April 17,18 at 7:30 p m
April 18 at 1 p m
April 20 at 2 p m

DANCE COLLAGE
M emorial T heater

The perennial Dance Collage returns this
spring directed by Lori Katterhenry._ “It’s
exciting because it’s all student work,” direc
tor of the,Undergraduate Theater Program,
Eric Diaufond said. According io Diamond,
students not only get to showcase their
dancing talents, but also their choreography
as they produce their performances. Music
genre ranges anywhere from modern and
jazz to hip-hop.
March 5,6,7 at 7:30 p m
March 7 at 1 p.m.
March 8 at 8 p m
March 9 at 2 p.m.

SOMEITMESWHY
F o x T heatj®

g

Innovation bugs have called for
a workshop of “a new musical
that’s never been done before”
according to Diamond- Sometimes
Why is a series of three one-acts
featuring the music of artists such as
The Dave Brubeck Quartet.
April 30, May 1,2 at 7:30p.m.
May 2 at 1 p m
May3aat8p.m.

ONTHE TIBE (COIN):

Tyra
Continued from Page 17

the whole time?”
want me to change ‘United States
of America’ to ‘Tyra Banksville.’”

& Fyra brings up a sour
subject.
The supermodel host asked
Edwards how he feels in regards
to John Kerry; his old running
partner, supporting rival candi
date Barack Obama. To put her
own spin on it, Tyra gave us this
statement: “That’s like one of my
‘Top Model’ judges siding with
Paula Abdul.” So, in essence,
Tyra is saying that John Kerry is
going from one psycho to an even
bigger lunatic. Sorry, Paula.

7
Tvra excitedly asks
Edwards if he ever got a
fake tan.
Because that’s what the voters
care about.

& Tyra again tries to break
Edwards down.
As if his wife’s battle with cancer
wasn’t enough, Tyra decided to
take, another jab at the politician
with his daughter’s recent , car
accident. - „
She asked how he felt when he
found out his daughter was in a
car accident after his son Wade
had died in one a few years ago.
After sensing Edwards trying to
avoid the subject, Tyra did what
any sympathetic person would do
. — dig deeper. “When Wade died,
what died inside of you?” Until
then, I didn’t know someone’s
heart could be as barren as her
•uterus.

9
Edwards tells Tyra he
runs marathons.
In a true display of supermodel
intelligence, Tyra replied, “You
run marathons? Like, running

1 0
Quiz.

Tyra’s Presi-dental

Before closing this genius seg
ment, Tyra gives Senator Edwards
a Presidential trivia quiz, having
the Democrat identify smiles of
different Presidents. Wow.
Where most talk show hosts would
cover meaningful issues and vital
information regarding a candi
date’s campaign, Tyra decided to
take the other road —>the low
road, the road she needs no map
to find: As in most of her inter
views, she managed to make what
she couldr about herself and her
mother.
Yes, Tyra, we all know you went
to Paris at a young age to pursue
your dream, and we all know that'
you, too, once ran for President.
As much as this negatively affect
ed mÿ IQ, I have to say that I was
impressed with Edwards’ knowl
edge of Presidential orifices.

Form er D em ocratic Presidential candidate John Edwards w ent on the
Tyra Banks daytime talk show this past week to discuss im portant issues
about his campaign with the ex-super m odel.
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Heath Ledger: We W ish We Knew How To Quit You

courtesy of Universal
G rea t late actor Heath Ledger won critical and audience acclaim for his breathtaking perform ance in the 2005 landmark film Brokeback M ou n tain , in w hich he portrayed Ennis Del
M ar, a gay shepherd.

David Clarke
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor

The entertainment community
was deeply saddened and shocked
by the tragic and untimely death of
actor Heath Ledger. At the young
age of 28, Ledger left our world far
too soon, and yet he leaves behind
a distinct body of work, featuring
one of the most iconic film roles of
the new century.
In the few short years of
Ledger’s hfe, he did what other
actors spend their whole dives
wishing they could accomplish.
His body of work is diverse and
interesting, showing range and
courage, charm and grace, and
reminding the world what a movie
star should be. Ledger never
phoned in a role for an otherwise
dead movie, and his talent and
professionalism shone through in
every role he took on.
The late actor’s career began
with small parts on televi
sion and film, until hitting his
break with the 1999 comedy, 10
Things I Hate About You. The
film is a modern-day adaptation
of the Shakespearian classic The
Taming o f the Shrew, made as a
teen comedy.
The concept isn’t exactly the
stuff Oscars are made of, and
the idea isn’t terribly original, yet
Ledger, along with the rest of the
cast, managed to raise this wouldbe-forgettable teen romance into a
universally loved film. His scene

on the bleachers singing “I Can’t
Take My Eyes Off You” has quick
ly become a classic scene in teen
comedies.
The idea of singing to a roman
tic interest is nothing new, yet it
was Ledger’s dedication and com
mitment to the role that made an
average scene memorable.
Ledger put that same energy
and commitment' into an other
wise forgettable movie with his
supporting performance in The
Patriot, the 2000 historical action
film.
He then went on to prove him
self a great leading man in the
2001 film, A K night’s Tale. While
the film was not critically beloved,
his presence was welcomed in an
otherwise disliked film.
William Arnold, film critic for
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer,
hated the film, although he wrote,
“The film’s one saving grace is
Ledger. He’s a good actor and a
likable enough personality that he
may even survive this misguided
first star vehicle.” '
We now know that he would do
more than just survive a couple
of bad films. Ledger moved on
to star in the 2001 Oscar-baiter
Monster’s Ball, giving a minor but
memorable performance.
Ledger spent the next few
years dredging his way through
works that were far beneath him,
such as The Order and Lords o f
Dogtown, while never once putting
less than one hundred percent on
the screen. He then worked on the

2005 film The Brothers Grimm viewers why we liked him so much ting a lot of media coverage over
with auteur Terry Gilliam, whom in 10 Things I Hate About You. the way it will be marketed. I’d
he would work with again later in With his clever comic timing and hope that they would respectfully
ever-present charm, he was a guy keep Ledger’s performance in the
his career.
In the same year as Lords that audiences loved to spend two trailer. Those who’ve seen it know
how mesmerizing every second of
o f Dogtown and The Brothers hours with.
Before his death, Ledger worked footage of his Joker is.
Grimm, Ledger gave what would
The other film, which has
become the most important perfor on three extremely diverse and
mance of his career as Ennis Del interesting films. In I’m Not There, been receiving considerably less
a recent release, he continued to attention, is Terry Gilliam’s The
Mar in Brokeback Mountain.
His role as Ennis broke new push the envelope by playing one Imaginarium o f Dr. Parnassus.
Ledger was in the process of film
ground in cinema for the way it of six variations of Bob Dylan.
His portrayal of Dylan was one ing his second film with Gilliam
looked at the dangers of-unre
quited love and passion, while sen of the more interesting segments of and the outcome of the project is
sitively but bluntly addressing gay the film, alongside Cate Blanchette still unknown.
Ledger, was only around for
issues in the America’s Heartland. and young actor Marcus Carl
a measly 28 years, but in that
All this aside, Ledger’s greatest Franklin.
The other two films have yet to time he established a grand legacy
triumph lay in creating a sympa
thetic yet completely realistic, fully be released. The first, The Dark of great performances. I think I
formed, three-dimensional person. Knight (a sequel to the 2005 film speak for movie-lovers everywhere
His performance cemented him as Batman Begins), in which Ledger when I write: he will be missed.
a supremely relevant and sensitive plays The Joker, has been get
actor.
Brokeback Mountain had
the scale and scope of Gone
with the Wind, and without
a realistic performance to
ground the film in reality,
it would have just been an
overblown prestige film.
With his soft drawl and
understated performance,
Ledger gave the film exactly
what it needed to become a
classic.
Still in 2005, Ledger
released Casanova, and while
the film received a critically
mixed reaction, Ledger’s per
formance was almost univer
courtesy of Warner Bros.
sally loved by both critics Ledger's perform ance as the icon ic Joker w ill appear in this summer's Batm an
and audiences. He reminded Begins sequel, The D a rk K n ig h t
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Unfinished Business

I ;;*Cbagress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
ttejfree exercise th e r^ E o r abridging the
freedem of speech,
right of the people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the Government for a redress
'• o f g r i e v a a c e a g ^ ;> '1** ]
¡¡^ 'T h e 'preceding is, vv^baym , the First
1 Amendment of the Constitution of the
United States, in case members of Montclair
State University’s Student Government
I Association are not familiar with it. This has
1 been the foundation ofwbat The Montclarion
I has stood for since 1928 on this campus,
and what was completely disregarded at the
first 'SQA legislative meeting of the semes• tei^v^cfr washeM on Wednesday. % ^ L]
j¡ In a meeting th at exceeded five hours
I in duration, SGA legislatore and E-board
members ran a “debate” th at could best be
described as a Soviet tribunal Questions
a rd concerns from past and present
M ontdarion members, reporters from such!
I Outside media organizations as The StarLedger, The JteìrgpÉfaæd Aa§ociàted Press, as Well as represan* - y , with firn SGAs solemn affirmation th at the
must hand over the private, correspondence
t^Éiv^'Bñin
Cívil
hed ijot been motivated by a .
between The Montclarion and Anderton. It
Union (ACLU)and the New Jersey Press
personal vendetta. And yet, in one of the
~is not too much of a stretch hrread this as
Association, seemed to fell upon deaf ears. É l; more outrageous actions by an SGA mem- J l j
a thinly-veiled promise of de-charterment
Despite an overload of documentation
ber in recent memory, SGA legislator Bryan
unless thefree press of MSU acquiesces.
, showcasing last year's SGA’s complete
Fucetola introduced a bill urging th estaff of
Such an act on the part of MSlFs student
awareness of The M ontciarioiis process of K * The Montclarion to “review” their currently
journalists would he akin to a reporter!
hiring outside legal representation (an SGAJjj elected executive board, members, a snide
being asked to hand over his or her notes
general operating budget line that had been
suggestion th at the impeachment of Editoror reveal confidential sources
in other
passed since spring 2005), too many legisla- |- jvin-Q iief Karl de Vries and Managing Editor
words, blasphemy of the business,
tors and campus lunfem ri^l chose to bury
Peter Sehatis was appropriate.
The Montdarion understands the sad
their ’h eads in the sand rather th an ‘fare
was eyentiifejy ruled unconstitutional by
that the odd result from Wednreday*s|
facts.Effigi
Attorney General doe Specchio, as well %
„ disgrace is simply a 30-day exemption from
W m kT heM oii^ar^dá^rii^É edG o^keá
should have been; such a promotion is’noíí
re s p b r^ d ity tm th e p a rtd rth e fiG A l^ ofthe ACLtfs expert opinion th at the attar- IB lust illegal, taut fascist:
’
7istòure. I». tin s particular instaure, they !
ney-client jfelvilege in cpestkm belongs to . a i The “resolution” of the meeting gave The
simply handed the áufiiority to make this
the newspaper, not the SGA, many student
Montclarion a partially unfrozen budget for
deplorable decision back to the SGA Erepresenfafcives seemed to draw upon their
the next 30 days that, at the very least, will
board,-where they will predictably use the
presumably long and storied experience
allow the organization to purchase office
endorsement to contìnue their muscling of
m the field of legal analysis to m u te file - supplies and pay the printing company.
the campus press,
claim.
'
*:
' (Such peripheral costs as publicity materiAnd- when any government ignores the
When tanner two-term SGA President
als and postage are pot covered.)
principles of the peoples right’to press and
Angelo Lilia, via a statem ent read by
The unsettling benefit gained from the
fair play, the people (in this case, the campus
his former Chief of Staff Nilâm Kotadia,
agreement at the SGA meeting is th at The
paper) are entitled to consider themselves
acknowledged his awareness of last year’s
Montclarion, file campus’s only non-fiction
absolved from their jurisdiction. (This feet
M onidarian soliciting of legal counsel, the
pipeline to news and opinionTwill continue
is stated in A rtide XII of this organization’s
SGA chose to disregard his statements and
to print for its next five issues. During this
constitution.)
made no further mention of them throughtime, the E-boards of The Montclarion and
As such, if the SGA cannot maturely
out the marathon meeting when directing
SGA will attempt to “mediate” their disnurture the relationship between its own
reprimand against the organization. .
agreements w ith th e presence of an MSU
existence and th at of the news agency that
When baric questions regarding why
administrator,
objectively covers it, 'The M ontdarion is left
the SGA hadn’t followed a policy of writWhile it has always teen the policy of
with no choice but to question th e condition
ten financial infractions leading up to a
The Montclarion to keep the channels of
offree press herd at MSU.
budget freeze, the leadership disregarded
communication open, the SGA’s continued
For years, it has teen the tall talk of
the damning charge. (SGA President Ron
demand for privileged, sensitive information
Montclarion editors to .separate the newsChicken responded to one such accusation
under the attorney-client privilege means
paper from the SGA, the notion a byproduct
by saying th at The Montdarion had been
one of two things. Either the SGA drops its
of too many oversight abuses..Over the past
warned on several occasions to surrender
request, or TheM ontdaxion will be forced to
week, however, the following has advanced
privileged information, as if th at suffices
continue to follow the advice rtf the original
from dismissed paranoia to terrifying pertifor actual notice of possible legal retribu- « r e ta in e r agreement between former attarnonce?, ) ;i^ : -v;
tion on the part of the “opinion of the' SGA
ney Sal M. Anderton and The Montdarion,The editors of The Montdarion, while not
President and Treasurer.”)
the counsel of the ACLU, the consistent
advocating the direct intervention of the
Chicken referred to the partial restorafindings of the Student Press Law Center
MSU ad m in istiriicarattesetfiin g of these
tion of The Montciarioiis budget as an “act
and the opinion at large of campus press
disputes with th estu d en t government* is
of good faith” This could not be farther
advocates nationwide.
nonetheless making a request on their part;
from the truth. Rather, it is his desperate
And on the subject of legal representation, jig - aid us as we lav the framework for the next
attempt to save face after receiving a h a v '® - it wasn’t too long ago th at Chicken was of
generation of journalism here at Montclair,
rent of negative press from such puteíca¿|* | the opinion th at The Montclarion “has legal j if*Jrbrn this shameful episode fe tte 100th
tions as The New York Times, The Newark
representation if they need it.” Isn’t it now
anniversary of this institution to one of
Stair-Ledger, The Bergen Record, Associated
ironic that th at same legal “representation” fiffi educational value and respect for the F irst
Press) W4RG-1W And the Student Break fg fe ifo e same weapon that te ’snhosenfe wad aW A m enditeht. fgxfe ¿£'~
I
’ Law Center, none of which he has com- 7 in his street fight against hischief critics on
For some people at MSU, it may just be
I mented to since this catastrophe began last
this campus, evidenced in a letter faxed to
too late to rescue thefe reputations in this
'w eek.
^
H i the office of TheM ontclarion on Monday? ■jggjjjy rite ad e against the campus media; wc trust
' The unprofessional audacity displayed by
S G A ’ ot
!t representation threat- .>;j£that the reg u k td s Of m is uniyarsity w it j
* íb&studáib government to' Ip jjto
-J
m ed that for the campas paper t e rem afe ‘ • not allow tiœmsewes
the
revoking. Remarkably, debate had opened
fe good standing {is an organization, t t e y - 7 | same temptation.
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When I think about the new Recreation over to Montclair.
Center being built on campus here at MSU,
Will the Rec. Center ever open? Probably.
I think of the phrase, “Rome wasn’t built in a In 2010, when all the students who were
day. It certainly feels promised access and use of its equipment
as if the construction-: have graduated and have to pay for entrance,
that has been going on In 2010, when all the “advancements” of the
has been to build a city building have become obsolete.
§ *
rather
than what it is;
And when it does open, who is to say th at
1
I | one building.
it will stay open? Taking recent examples
I could rattle off a . into account, such as bursting pipes in Bohn
bunch of special attri- and Blanton Halls, as an indicator, I am
butes about the Rec. already leery of the building’s plumbing.
Center to make it seem
But those are residence halls, and they’re
JESSICA
glittery and flamboy old, you say. True. But what about Café
LOZAK
ASSISTANT A&E
ant, like the Olympic- Diem?
EDITOR
_______________
sized swimming pool
The. year-old eatery, full of state-of-theand a hip juice bar, art materials, was closed this past Tuesday
but the longer the opening gets pushed back, due to a broken sewage pipe. Now I am also
the less appealing
concerned with
these eye-catch
the sanitation
ing crowd-pleas- “The school and the student body
system th at’s
ers become.
going into this
When I was a funnels money into it, feeding an ever- new building.
wide-eyed fresh
There are no
man on this cam fattening leech th a t gives nothing
guarantees
pus, with nothing back to us. It’s like a black hole th at
about
this
but my writer’s
building,
as
dictionary and consum es everything th a t gets too
proved by the
a pocket full of
many
post
close. And all for what?”
dreams, I was
poned openings
taken in by the ______ _____________ __________ ____________ that lifted the
promise of .some
- hopes of stu
thing new and shiny.
dents all over campus, only throw them back
The Rec. Center was something that down to the mud.
I would get the privilege of experiencing - Rome wasn’t built in a day, and neither
first-hand that all those classes before me was the Rec. Center. But I’m sure the people
had not, like the opening of University Hall, of Rome weren’t told they could go into the
when the many booted feet of spring semes city and have the gate slammed on them.
ter students graced its floors for the first They weren’t offered jobs that were held off
time. It was a new experience that filled us for months at a time, leaving people unem
with a sense of connection.
ployed and unable to look for outside work
It gives a new student a feeling of belong until they are given answers.
ing and pride to be attached to their school in
I can’t say when students will finally get
Such a way. When you experience something inside the building, but I do know that I will
first-hand, you are part of that creation. It is not hold my breath until the doors are open
a feeling of being a generation of importance and the flood comes upon us.
rather than one just passing through.
But that Was three years ago.
Jessica Lozak, an English major, is in her first
I am no longer a doe-eyed freshman, and
year as Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor
I can’t tell you how little I still care about
of The Montclarion.
getting into the Rec. Center. The continued
delays and constantly-broken deadlines only
elicit.indifference and annoyance. It no lon
ger matters when this building might open;
my hopes are dashed.
As a Bohn resident, I look out my window
every morning to see the Rec. Center loom:
ing on the horizon like a giant pimple on the
earth. Once, I thought it was a beauty mark,
something to be proud of as it sat on the face
of our school. Now it is no more than a black
head in need of a Stridex pad to smother it.
I don’t even think we should have the
Rec. Center any loniger. The school and the
student body funnel money into it, feeding
an ever-fattening leech that gives nothing
back to us. It’s like a black hole that con
sumes everything that gets too close.
And all for what? To claim that we have
a super-cool new building? Did we ever
truly need this Rec. Center to begin with?
Of course not! But it was a good idea, a. nice
reward to the students for signing their lives
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The much-anticipated debut of the the popularity of Campus Recreation. For
Student Recreation Center is nearly upon an organization that faced possible extinc
us. After nearly two years of waiting and tion at Montclair State not too far back,
asking “When is the this accomplishment shows how far they’ve
Rec. Center gonna come.
open?” we are finally
There will be things that some people
M l
ready to have another will not see the need for. I suppose not every
great building oh the one is the fan of a juice bar. But this facility
campus of Montclair will be state of the art and benefit another
State University.
major: physical education.
Now the new ques
The best thing for any Phys. Ed. major
tion is “Was this a would be the huge, brand-spankin’ new Rec.
waste of money?” The Center to help further their degrees.
ROBERT
numbers don’t sup
Also keep in mind how accessible the
AITKEN
OPINION EDITOR
port the building at building is to most of the campus. The major
first glance.
ity. of residents on campus live in Blanton,
Millions and millions of dollars have Bohn, Webster or Stone. All four residence
been used on the erection and renovation halls are literally walking distance to the
of the build
Student
Rec.
ing. For some
Center.
perspective on
The claim that
“M ark my words: th is building will
the number,
the Student Rec..
the
money quickly become one of the cornerstones
Center is no
spent. exceeds
longer a beauty
the payroll of of the M ontclair State campus.”
m ark of the
the Florida
'
__________ ____ ________________ campus is not
Marlins,
true. Just wait
which, from a baseball standpoint, is noth until the building is open and running on all
ing special. But these are students’ fees we cylinders. When the opening is in full swing
are talking about. And there is no proof that and the maintenance outside is all finished,
every student will even be able to enjoy the tell me how ugly the place will look.
resources of the structure.
This is not the first time that a new
In a school that is mostly made up of building will get scrutiny prior to its open
commuters, they may wonder how they can ing. Café Diem opened a year ago to some
utilize the building that they helped pay skepticism of its necessity. Prior to its grand
for. The first word of the building’s name opening, the café also had its fair share of
is student and that is precisely who has the delays and setbacks. Today, the coffeeshop
building is for. The fact is that any student is one of the major hotspots of thé campus.
at any time, regardless of where they live There will still be those against it, but
or what year they are, can use the Student nobody can say that it failed to serve its
Rec. Center as long as they are current MSU purpose.
students.
The café recently had a minor mainte
Athletes can use the center at their own nance problem that closed it down unexpect
leisure, but entire teams are not allowed in edly for the first time since its opening. The
favor of the Joe and Jane Redhawks of the problem was quickly fixed and the coffee
world. This is a building strictly for the use continued to be made. Problems can spark in
of the people. Intramural sports will benefit any building on campus, although diehard
exponentially from having new and separate critics will blame the delays of construction.
facilities from sports teams.
Mark my words: this building will
This new building is in part due to quickly become one of the cornerstones
of the Montclair State campus. Alongside
University Hall and the Student Center, the
Rec. Center will host many students on á
daily basis. J t also benefits from its location
near general parking lots. When prospective
students come to Open houses, the Student
Rec. Center will be one of the first struc
tures seen.
We can all agree that this building is long
overdue. Furthermore, the building has been
delayed too many times: Whether it opened
six months ago or another year from now,
there is no mistaking how successful this
placé will be. The opening of the Student
Rec. Center has been a popular discussion
topic among students. The facility has been
built. Now, the students will, in fact, come.
And there is no doubt about that.
After all,' with all of the money spent on
this building, isn’t it almost assured to be
successful no matter what?
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Lou Cunningham | The M ontclarion

Robert Aitken, an English major,.is in his first
year as Opinion Editor of The Montclarion.
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SGA, OPMA, OPRA and More Alphabet Soup
Following of New Jersey "Sunshine Laws" Provides Open Government, Transparent Leadership
As the Student Government Association
continues to mobilize its offensive against
The Montclarion, it’s necessary to assert the
position of the news
paper and the ends
to which we are cam
paigning on behalf of
free press and student
rights. Certainly, SGA
President Ron Chicken
has been sufficiently
alarmed as to the legiti
macy
of our pursuance;
KARL
after
all, it was his
DE VRIES
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
knee-jerk reaction to
our efforts that resulted
in his dismissal of The Montclarioris legal
protection last November.
His desperate attempt to short-circuit
our right to separate legal counsel repre
sented (to his estimation at the time), the
best measure of media obstruction in seek
ing open government and accountability on
the part of elected student representatives
such as himself.
The SGA, whenever pressed on the issue,
hides behind its claim of being “incorporat
ed” as a private entity and therefore not sub
ject to state law on matters of public records
and meetings. The most recent example of
this came on Wednesday, Nov. 14, when the
SGA legislature voted to enter closed ses
sion. The rationale was that closed session
was necessary to protect the identities of five
SGA judicial panel members who presided at
the PIKE hearing Dec. 7.
As per New Jersey’s Open Public Meetings
Act (NJSA 10:4-6), this information is not
regarded as sensitive; the stated concern
was that if The Montclarion was aware

of whom the panel members were, upon
questioning they might spill confidential
information on the private hearing of PIKE.
Besides the fact that this doesn’t speak very
highly to the SGA’s confidence in their mem
bers’ abilities to maintain their integrity,
this also raises a fascinating question: when
can’t the SGA decide to close their meetings
(or withhold information) if they’re not being
held to state law?
Allow The Montclarion to quote the first
sentence of the SGA Constitution: “We, the
undergraduate students of Montclair State
University, in order to establish representa

care for an honest, functioning government,
the foundation of state law must provide the
basis for how adult students govern them
selves.
Currently, the SGA’s 'decision to keep
meetings open is based upon good faith and
judgment on their part. But then again, the
relationship between the SGA and the news
paper that chronicles their actions is also
built upon the idea that the SGA'will honor
the sovereignty of free press. As someone
who has borne witness jto the SGA’s shriek
ing abuse of this trust, it is not unreasonable
to believe that in the future, meetings and

“ W h eth e r th e SGA u n d e rs ta n d s th e te rm s o f its ow n existence is
beside th e p o in t; w h a t’s n e c e ssa ry is th a t th e y a d h e re to th e law.”
tive government; to encourage the develop
ment of leaders and participants for the
community and the State of New Jersey; to
stimulate an awareness of the rights and
responsibilities of students in relation to the
community; to improve student cultural,
social and physical welfare, and to promote
general welfare of this institution do hereby
ordain this Constitution.”
Question: how can the SGA “encourage
the development of leaders and participants
for the community and the state” without
abiding by state law, especially at a public
institution? Perhaps the SGA has decided
that since New Jersey has acquired a repu
tation as one of the most corrupt states in
the Union that the deliberate perversion of
government representation is appropriate.
But if the SGA (and the students of MSU)

records may be kept from a discerning stu
dent body when deemed convenient by the
SGA.
It is, as it always has and always will be,
The Montclarion’s position that, because the
SGA receives filtered funds from MSU, a
state university, they are a public institution
and subject to the laws of the state. The dis
persal of state funds is executed by the SGA
because if the SGA didn’t exist, the state
(through the university) would have to find
another entity to disperse the money. This
cannot be a private entity, unless the private
entity is subject to OPMA.
As such, they are accountable, as a public
body, for the use of public funds. If the uni
versity supports the notion that the SGA is a
private corporation, then the school is giving
state money to a private entity. Whether the

SGA understands the terms of its own exis
tence is beside the point; what’s necessary is
that they adhere to the law..
The lobbying for the recognition of this
fact will not end with the graduation of this
year’s staff; only an acknowledgement on the
part of the university, student government
and (if necessary) the state of New Jersey
will suffice as an agreeable checkpoint in
our qUest for accountable, opep government
on this campus.
-And part of this quest continues with
our covering of the hierarchy that dictates
the direction of the SGA, and the student
and state fees that propel their actions.
The principle reason that The Montclarion’s
budget has been (illegally) frozen is due to
Chicken’s quest to learn more about our
case (via correspondence protected under
the attorney-client privilege) as we prod
the SGA to be a more open body. In fact,
according to statements made to the Student
Press Law Center, it can be discerned that
Chicken’s desire to rid the premier campus
news outlet of legal representation had more
to do with our pursuance of what is a very
legitimate concern of student advocacy, not
the rejection of SGA policy that, at the time,
was three years in the making.
Despite Chicken’s best efforts, he has
failed in his mission to pacify the student
press that demands honest government.
Instead, he has done irreparable harm to
his reputation as an honest leader and that
of the SGA as a government for the people,
by the people. Under his watch, never has
the “Students for Students” motto seemed
more hollow.
Karl de Vries, an English major, is in his second
year as Editor-in-Chief of The Montclarion.

M ontclarion Alumni Weigh in on SGA Crisis
Former Editors-in-Chief Rally for the Free Voice of The Montclarion and Students of MSU
The following commentary is from
Kevin CoUigan, former editor-in-chief o f
The Montclarion during the 1992-1993
academic year. Currently, Kevin works for
Major League Baseball as the director o f
entertainment content for MLB Advanced
Media.

As a Montclair State University alum
nus, I was appalled and embarrassed when
I learned that the student government had
muzzled the 80-year-old student newspaper
for political reasons.
But as a former editor-in-chief of The
Montclarion (1992-1993), I can’t say I was
surprised.
During my tenure at the newspaper, we
never had the misfortune of dealing with the
likes of current SGA President Ron Chicken.
But we always operated under the implicit,
sometimes not-so-implicit threat of a shut
down because our finances were controlled
by the very government we reported on.
Student government officials will come
and go. Some will be fine, upstanding repre
sentatives with respect for the first amend
ment. Some will be training-wheel tyrants,
aping the excesses of third-world dictators.
But a free student press at MSU will
always be in jeopardy under the current
funding structure, and the true fault lies
with the university administration that ulti
mately controls and maintains that struc
ture.
MSU spokeswoman Minnie Ho told The
New York Times that this disgraceful act of

censorship was “a very good learning lab”
which would help teach students about lead
ership and conflict resolution.
Here’s what I learned as editor of The
Montclarion:
It is ludicrous to allow a government to
control the purse strings of a “free press”
expected to cover it. Current Montclarion
Editor-in-Chief Karl de Vries summed this
up nicely by wondering how the Washington
Post would have covered Watergate if
President Nixon were signing their checks.
The MSU administration, which collects
and distributes student fees, can and should
fix the situation by setting aside a per
centage of student fees explicitly for The
Montclarion. Students wouldn’t pay a dime
more than they are now, and the student
government would learn to deal with a truly
independent newspaper.
Those topics were apparently not in Ms.
Ho’s lesson plan.
Disheartening, but, again, hardly sur
prising.
Keeping The Montclarion in a precarious
funding position serves the P.R. interests
of the MSU administration. The newspa
per’s vulnerability is a leash, restraining
the paper from its watchdog responsibili
ties, which should be (and often have been)
directed at the university administration as
well as the student government.
Here’s hoping the MSU administration
learns a lesson in all this as well, and finally
fixes this blatant conflict-of-interest which
hurts students, student journalists and, yes,
student government officials.

Kevin P Hancock, former managing etlitor during the 1997-1993 academic year
and editor-in-chief of The Montclarion dur
ing the 1999-1999 academic year, provides
the following commentary. Currently. Kevin
works an an attorney.

Student
Government
Asaocation
Secretary Douglas McIntyre stated in the
Jan. 26 edition of The Bergen Record that no
harm was done by the SGA’s cancellation of
last week's print edition of The Montclarion
because “(they] published an issue online.”
and thus, “'[no] one is stopping them from
pririling what they like.” McIntyre’s state
ment could not be further from the truth
To be sure, the First Amendment is vio
lated when government punishes speech it
does not agree with But particular harm
is done when government re-strains speech
from occurring at all
The First Amend meats guarantee of fi e.e
speech was inspired by England's 17th-cen
tury practice of requiring all publications to
obtain a government license before going to
Thus, the Supreme Court has been clear
that “prior restraints on speech and jnibhcalion are the mo*t serious and the least
tolerable infringf-nu nt on Fust Amendment
rights."
Why are-such ''prior restraints” harmful'’
Because they prevent speech from entering
Ihe marketplace of ideas where- the public,
not government regulators, can decide it«
value. '

Furthermore, the mere threat of a prior
restraint undermines a newspaper’s ability
to speak frankly. Even worse, it undermines
the publics ability to trust that a newspa
per’s coverage has not been comproiin«ed,
true or not.
This harm is done whether a prior
restraint is total or partial McIntyre is
not the first to argue that only partially
preventing a newspaper from circulating is
harmless
In the 1988 U.3. Supreme Court case
City o f Lakewood v Plain Dealer, the city
argued that a law permitting its mayor to
stop a newspaper from placing its vending
machines on public property was not uncon
stitutional. in part , because other channels
tor the newspapers distribution existed,
i-urli as in si ore« or home delivery.
Neverthelfii. the Supreme Court «truck
down the law Recognizing the “effect ivene«-1
of the newsrack as a means of distribu
tion, i-npeciaJly for low-budget, controversial
neighborhood new -papers,” the great Ju-tn«Willicim Brennan explained tfi.it the circula
tion of newspapers- itself is constitutionally
protected activity.
“Alter all,” Brennan pointed out. the
“liberty of circulating i-i a« essential lo free
dom of exprewon u> liberty of publishing,
indeed, without ihe circulation, the publica
tion would be of little value-.”
Restraining speech, even partially,
inflicts harm on our society’s most cherished
values and principles Let as hope that in
the future, the SGA is able to restrain it-elf
instead.
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When Girls Should Call It a Night
Popular Facebook Group Reflects Real-Life Tragic Murder of Intoxicated Girl
Facebook groups are meant to enter photos could have on their life.
tain, and most have no social significance.
They can be viewed by anyone with
However, there is one group on this popu Internet access. Employers have even been
lar website that known to check social networking websites
has recently been to find out more information about prospec
attracting nation tive job candidates. I’m sure these girls
al media cover don’t want to add “bar-top stripper” to their
age. “30 Reasons résumés. But in posting these photos, that is
a Girl Should Call exactly what they’re doing.
it a Night” depicts
These girls have thè right to post these
drunken girls at pictures, but I believe that is a pathetic right
bars, universities to exercise. It may seem fun at the time, but
and toilet bowls this decision could be risking reputations
IRMINGARD
across the country. and even future job opportunities. When
M AYER
COLUMNIST
The group descrip- weighed with the risks, the choice seems
!
'
. tion lists various obvious.
scenarios that a girl might find herself in,
such as, “You have absolutely no idea where
your friends are,” and “The urge to take “ Why must women imitate
off articles of clothing becomes strangely
overwhelming.” There are currently 176,019 men’s actions to be taken
members and over 4,718 photos uploaded.
Thé photos depict girls passed out, dancing seriously? Is this really
on bars in lingerie, giving lap dances and, of something to emulate?”
course, drinking alcohol.
Many believe the group is all in good fun.
They claim that everyone can relate to these
Yes, it’s true that everyone can relate to
situations and that it is not meant to offend those nights. However, most normal people
anyone. However, this group has captured wouldn’t want these actions displayed for
the attention of mainstream media. There the entire world to view readily. With tech
are those who believe the subject matter is nology expanding the way it is, people must
demeaning to women and that the group be more conscious of the information they
encourages excessive drinking and partying reveal on the Internet.
in a dangerous way.
Of course there is something to be said
I don’t believe this group promotes about the fact that the male version of this
debauchery against women, and I am not group has not been nearly as severely scru
strongly offended by the content. While I tinized as the female version.
myself wouldn’t join, I wouldn’t fight against
The girls believe this is gender-biased,
others joining. However, these girls are naïve because these actions are commonly accept
if they don’t understand the impact these ed male behavior. However, women too often

think that gender equality means acting
like a man. Why must women imitate men’s
actions in order to be taken seriously? Is this
really something to emulate?
Not only can these photos be damaging
to a reputation, but the scenarios listed by
the group can be dangerous and life-threat
ening. This is where the content crosses
from good-natured to hazardous. The group
seems to glorify this risky behavior in a dis
turbing way.
When 18-year-old Jennifer Moore and
her friends went out for a night of clubbing
in NYC, she wasn’t so lucky to be laughing
about her drunken mishaps the morning
after. The girls had parked their car un the
street outside Guest House on West 27th
Street. While the girls were in the club, the
car was ticketed and towed to the West 38th
Street impound lot.
The attendant refused to release the
car to the clearly intoxicated girls. Moore’s
friend then collapsed at the lot, allegedly
from too much alcohol consumption, and
an ambulance was called. Moore then left
in fear of being arrested. Witnesses had
reported seeing Moore walking uptown on
the West Side Highway, dressed in a black
halter top and a white miniskirt.
Moore then made frantic phone calls to
her boyfriend, saying, “There’s a guy fol
lowing me. He’s offered me drugs. He won’t
leave me alone.” Afterward, her body was
found inside of a trash bin in New Jersey.
She was abducted, raped and murdered.
Maybe Jennifer’s story should be the top
reason why a girl should call it a night.

What is the strangest Facebook
gròup/application you,belong
to? Why is it so strange?
M ONICA
RIVERA
Year: Freshman
Major:

"It w as something like ‘If 1,000
people join, (Insert name) will streak
a t S u p er Bowl X L V lf o r som ething, tt

JACQUE
M UNDEY
Year: Junior
Major:

‘ The Honesty Box application Is
strange because people can tell you
how they rea lly fee l about you and
it’s anonym ous.”

CAITLIN
DYER

Irmingard Mayer, a communications major, is in
her first year as Columnist of The Montclarion.

Statement from NJ. Press Association
The following is a letter delivered by Lauren
James, a representative o f the New Jersey
Press Association. This letter was read
in the first general legislative meeting of
the Student Government Association on
Jan. 30,2008.
I am an attorney with the law firm of
Scarinci and Hollenbeck and we serve as
the General Counsel for the New Jersey
Press Association (NJPA). The NJPA is a
non-profit organization incorporated in 1857
under the laws of the State of New Jersey. Its
membership includes 21 daily newspapers,
over 160 weekly newspapers as well as cor
porate and individual associate members.
What the Student Government Associ
ation is doing directly offends the core
NJPA principles of insuring that newspa
pers remain editorially strong and free.
The newspapers of New Jersey have
a direct and immediate interest in the
Student Government Association’s silenc
ing of legitimate questions raised by The
Montclarion relating to the Open Public
Meetings Act and its application to the
Student Government Association. The NJPA
considers the actions taken by the Student
Government Association to be significant
to the NJPA, its membership and the public
that its membership serves.
The actions of the Student Government
Association infringe on Thé Montclarion’s
right to freedom of speech guaranteed by
our state constitution. Our appellate divi
sion has made clear that the New Jersey
Constitution’s right of free speech is broader
than the right against governmental abridg
ment of speech found in the first amend
ment. (Dendrite.)
Our Supreme Court has stated "that a

>Drink Application is funny
B people w ho aren't legal
iK ers ana trying to get tipsy on

TYSHAWN
HAWKINS
Bobby M elo k | The M ontclarion
Lauren James, an attorney providing general counsel for the New jersey Press Association, made
a statement at Wednesday's SG A meeting protesting the freezing of The M ontclarion's budget.

New Jersey citizen’s right of free speech
is protected not only from abridgment by
government but also from unreasonably
restrictive and oppressive conduct by pri
vate entities. (New Jersey Coalition Against
War in the. Middle East.) Therefore, regard
less of whether the Student Government
Association is a private entity or an arm of
the government, our state constitution pro
tects The Montclarion against the actions
of the association which infringe on the free
speech rights of the paper.
The Student Government Association’s
freezing of The Montclarion’s-budget is the
worst form of censorship. Not only is it sub
sequent punishment based on the content of
the information that the paper published, but
it is also a prior restraint on future commen
tary. The Student Government Associations

content-based denial of funding and com
plete shut-down of The Montclarion violates
the New Jersey Constitution.
• University administrators have charac
terized this controversy as a “teachable
moment.” Indeed, it is. NJPA hopes that the
lesson learned is not one of prior restraint
and censorship.
Rather, NJPA hopes that the lesson is
that freedom of speech, if it is truly free,
must mean that when a newspaper ques
tions authority, whether that authority be
the state or, "as here, a student government
association, these whose actions are ques
tioned must not be permitted to censor or
restrain the newspaper. After all, a freedom
that protects only speech that those in
authority deem acceptable is not really a
freedom.

Years Senior
Major:
Marketing
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C ro ssw o rd
ACRO SS
1 Period in a
process
6 Actor Guinness
10 Lingerie pieces
14 Central parts
15 Collide gently
16 Word of honor
17 Chips in chips
18 Whisker
19 Clarinet relative
20. Called off by a
cloudburst
22 River of Rouen .
23 Parker and
Powell
24 Break one’s
heart
25 TV network
26 “A Nightmare on
_ Street”
27 Relative
intensity
31 Divides into •
three
36 Toward the'
center of
37 Cook in an oven
39 Tex-Mex order
40 Glaswegian, e.g.
42 Break in the
action
44 Swallow
45 London bell
46 Assign to a
feedlot
50 1983 Matthew
Broderick film
55 Enticements
56 Baking dish
57 Garfield’s pal \
58 Lads
59 ‘‘Biloxi Blues”
. playwright
60 Thailand, once
61 Rational
62 Pace
63 Lays a lawn
64 Chops down
65 More cunning
DOWN
1 Frighten
2. Of sound
3 Clarinetist Shaw
4 Actress Davis
5 Central theme
6 Detests
7 Hawaiian feasts
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8 Send forth
9 EMT specialty
10 Voiced
disapproval.,.
11 Fanatical
12 Make amends
13 “Platoon” co-star
Charlie
21 German
watchdog
22 Houston and ,
Huff
24 Slides like a
snake
26 Hosp. sections
27 Opposite of:
pref.
28 SASE, e g.
29 Classic Pontiac
30 Decay
31 Earth tone
32 LAX info
39 Hip dude
34 Fort Worth sch.
35 Distress signal
38 Mare’s tidbit
41 Gets the point
43 Eats £
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45 Deep voices
46 Dental-care
product
47 Sound element
48 Harmonic chord
49 Abounds (with)
50 Singer Newton
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51 Sprite in ‘The
Tempest”
'52 Daddy’s mate
53 Flee to wed
54 Madrid mister
56 Sweet-talk
58 Youth org.
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Child Care Wanted

DS
montclarionads@aoi.com

e-mail clarkk2@toysrus.
com

PFT childcare wanted.
Little Falls fam ily seeking
responsible, loving care
giver for 2 school-aged
children. M-F 2:30 - 6:45.
Valid driver's license,
excellent record and ref
erences. $12/hour. Start
date Jan. 7, 2008. Con
tact Karen 973-650-0849 /
kelpnj@aol.com.

SEEKING NANNY for awe
some 1st grader M-W 4-7
p.m. beginning January.
Must be engaging with
good sense of humor. Car
and references required.
Contact 973.723.2848 or
e-mail ltorchio@comcast.
net.

Responsible, experienced
and reliable individual
needed for active 2-yearold and 6-month-old, af
ternoons Monday to Fri
day. References required.
Susie 973-769-7$10.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for
nice Montclair fam ily
with 3 children, ages 11,
10 and 4. 3 p.m.-7 p.m. 2-3
days/week. Some flexibil
ity in days/hours. Experi
ence, references and car
required. Call 973-7440444.

Montclair fam ily seeks
reliable and energetic
part-time childcare person
for children 2 and 4. A b il
ity to adhere to dietary
restrictions or food aller
gies and provide care for
asthma. 973-783-3314.
Montclair working mom
needs a responsible and
caring person to look
after one 5-year old girl.
You get steady, part-time
income and have fun. You
should be mature and
have your own car. In
volves light meal prep. Ex
perience required. Please
call 646-522-8539 or email taramarlowe@mac.
com

Caregiver needed for af
ter school. Pick-up, help
with homework, take
home and/or to activities.
3-4 days/week. Lovely and
amazing 10-year-old twin
girls. Please call: Ceil at
(973) 338-1109 or e-mail:
cdiskin@verizon.net.

Help Wanted
Summer jobs in N.J.
- West Orange/Marlboro. Day camps for
kids with special needs.
Great salaries! Interview
ing over X-mas break.
info@harborhaven.com;
908-964-5411

Earn $$ for the holidays.
Original Pancake House is
Looking for a trustwor
seeking people-friendly
thy, lovable, responsible
applicants for part-time
individual to care for a 15- server positions. Apply in
month-old girl 4 hours a
person or call 817 Bloom
day, 4 afternoons a week. field Ave, West Caldwell
Driving a must. Call 917973-575-9161.
841-3839

Other

Part-time, energetic and
caring nanny wanted to
care for our four-year-old
boy and 1-year-old girl
in Upper Montclair. A p
proximately 15-20 hours/
week. Competitive sal
ary. Strong references
required. Call Kathy (862)
202-6369.
Wanted: Childcare part
time, temporary. March
through May. M-F, 2:307:00 p.m. For 2 girls, 14
and 11. Must drive. Call
973-634-6406.
Local Glen Ridge fam ily
looking for fun and very
reliable person for afterschool childcare for one
10-year-old boy. Hours:
MTW: 3:00 - 5:30 pm.
Need: Own car and refer
ences. Pay rate: $12/hour
Contact: 973.743.2621 or

Female student needed
for room with a nice
roommate at edge of
campus. $430/month utili
ties included. Internet
and cable available. Now
thru May. Summer rooms
available. Call for info
973-778-1504
Artistic, intelligent, lib
eral minded, personable
Sr. citizen in Clifton look
ing for personal assistant.
Job includes help with
errands/short-d ¡stance
driving/household chores.
Part-time/flexible hours.
Perfect for human services-oriented person.
$15 per hour. Please leave
message at 732-291-3240
or lischinsmith@verizon.
net.
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The Red Hawks
Yon Donl
Hear About
Why Does Red Hawk
Hockey Continue to Fly
Under the Radar?
Dan Erhardt

Staff Writer

Here at Montclair State, we’ve had
our fair share of great NCAA Division III
Athletics on campus, and as a diehard Red
Hawk, they’re all a blast to see.
Going to the homecoming football game
or watching MStTs superb Men’s Soccer
or Women’s Field Hockey destroy another
under-matched opponent is awesome, but
there’s one sport here that’s just as fast and
exciting as all the rest. One could even go as
far as to say that they’re the coolest team on
campus, yet no one knows about them.
There are 25 student athletes on this very
campus that trade virtually every weekday
and weekend, easily time that could be spent
partying and living the college life we all love,
for intense workouts and nighttime practices
that flirt with the morning daylight.
This team plays at a very high level; it
has two championships in its 10-year histoiy and currently is third and rising in a
national ranking.
Still, with all of these accolades, many
students on campus do not know that this
team exists. I’m talking about the Ice Hockey
team.
Our Red Hawks have been playing some
great hockey recently, and have been doing
so in veritable oblivion. Though they are

playing in a non-NCAA-sanctioned format,
the American Collegiate Hockey Association
and Super East Coast Hockey League are
two of the toughest club-level hockey organi
zations in the nation, if not the world — the
ACHA recently sent an all-star team on a
tour of Europe, where they blew out every
team they played. ,f
Don’t get the impression that the caliber
of play includes teams like Phoenix Online
University; rather, we compete against
(and beat!) teams like Penn State and the
University of New Hampshire.
Montclair State University Ice Hockey,
bar none, holds the number one spot as
“most under-the-radar sports team” at MSU,
though they may be one of our best.
On a Friday or Saturday night, take the
short walk or shuttle ride from wherever you
may be and pay a visit to Floyd Hall Arena
(You know, that.ice skating rink you’ve never
been to?).
Inside, you’ll find free admission, and an
MSU Hockey team playing every game as if
it were their last.
You’ll also find a very vocal corps of the
Red Hawk Nation, shouting God-knowswhat dining the entire game, keeping the
same intensity leVel throughout the event.
Join the flock. It’s fun. It’s free. Why aren’t
you there?
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W hat’s Shakin with Aitken
Why the Red Hawks Need to Adopt New Media
Robert Aitken
Opinion Editor

Montclair State sports as a whole have
been successful, to say the least, in the past
few years. Winning seasons and champion
ships have been popping up left and right.
But, it isn’t always so easy to attend Red
Hawk games, especially when they are on
the road.
So, Montclair State needs to develop
a program that will cover games for the
students of MSU who cannot be there. This
means that the Montclair sports website is
in need of improvement.
Some schools have developed a
GameCenter of sorts, similar to something
the average sports fan would use on websites
such as CBSSports.com or ESPN.com.
For example, New Jersey City University
has live scoreboards on their athletics web
site. For any home games for the Gothic
Knights, an updating scoreboard with stats,
time, score and details of the latest play are
all placed on the page accessible from the
website.
During the end of last semester, the Men’s
Soccer team was chasing an opportunity at a
national championship.
With games being played at a regional
site in Pennsylvania, soccer fans would not
be able to know unless they were there to see
it themselves.
Fortunately, from the NCAA website,
a link was provided to a radio broad
cast from Messiah College, where the

hours at least is
needed for any
results to be posted.
On a production

games were
being played.
This is not
to say that the

night for
a news-

paper,
th at is
an eter
nity.

The
w eb site,
montclair.
e d u /a th le tics, does a good job of
showing the vast history of
Red Hawk sports.
Detailed stats,
box scores and game
recaps are well-kept on
the site. However, the
appearance of the
media of the

Montclair
A thletics
website
or Sports
Information is doing a bad job.
Being a former beat writ
er for Softball and Women’s
Basketball, I can say that the
writing of countless articles
have been made easier thanks to
Sports Information.
However, for the stats and
results of any games to be placed on
-the website, a few

Montclair campus would make the website
even better.
There is mention of the club sports on
campus on the Montclair website; their
sports names are underneath the varsity
sports, but all links to these sports clubs lead
to a page for Campus Rec. that, fittingly, can
not be displayed.
This just shows how the varsity and club
' sports are not treated equally.
Only the hockey team, a surprisingly big
favorite among Red Hawk sports N
fans, has
taken the opportunity to create their own
Website.
The minds behind msuhqckey.com have
taken it upon themselves to promote the
team in the same way MSU Athletics has
done for their varsity counterparts.
The website is very in-depth and, while
not giving much difference from the flagship
Red Hawk sports website, puts a newer,
sleeker design and dedicates the entire site
to Montclair’s most popular club sport. .
However, neither site can update the com
mon Montclair sports fan in a relatively good
amount of time.
In this day and age where information is
needed right now, your only option is to call
the Sports Information hotline.
But with Montclair State’s athletics pro
grams, varsity or club, coming toward the
forefront (even outside of Normal Ave.)
the technology must be updated. It is the
only way for most fans to follow their
team if they are only cheering cm in
spirit.
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■ f tThis Week
2/2 @. Rutgers-Camden, 3 p.m.
2/6 @,Rutgers-Newark, 7:30 p.m.
Last Week
1/26 - MSU 75, Kean 61

I This Week |
2/2 @. Rutgers-Camden, 1 p.m.
2/6 @Rutgers-Newark, 5:30 p.m.
Last Week
1/26 - MSU 63, Kean 76

11

This Week
12/8 @UNH, 4 p.m.
12/9 @UNH, 12:30 p.m.
Last Week
1/26-MSU 1, CCSU9
1/27-MSU 4 ,UCONN2

This Week
2/9 @William Paterson 1 p.m.
Last Week
1/26- MSU 98, Rowan 143 (Men)
MSU 98, Rowan 133 (Women)
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Cougars Caul Contain Red Hawks

Williams and Pena Each Score 14 as Montclair State defeats Kean 75-61 at Home
Georges and Carlos Pena. The
drive also included no-look passes,
hard cuts to the basket and a fourIn a match-up of a rivalry that point play from Tom Bonard.
In the second half the Red
goes back more than 65 years,
Montclair won their most recent Hawks continued to roll as they
meeting with the Kean Cougars opened up the .half on a 13-2 run,
making the score 58-32.
75-61>
Out of the 11 players that
The win was Montclair’s first at
home against Kean since 2003, and played in the second half for MSU,
made their all-time record versus • nine scored at least two points or
more. “As far as shooting, we have
their fourth-oldest rival 70-37.
Though Montclair ended up on a lot of weapons on this team,”
top, the win did not come easily by said Pena, who tied for the game
high in points with fellow" team
any sense of the word.
The Cougars opened up on a 6- mate Williams and led them in
2 run in the first three and a half rebounds.
This win also gave the Red
minutes, and from there it looked
Hawks, a .500 record in the NJAC,
like they were in control.
However, two free throws and with a winning record in the con
a jumper later, the game was tied ference a focal point for the team.
back up at six, with the Cougars “Well, every game is important.
taking another commanding lead, But, yes, conference wins are key
going up 18-11 halfway through wins in trying to go to the tourney,”
said Pena.
the half
“It’s very .important for. us as
That’s when Montclair took
over and left the Cougars in t h e ' a team to be playing this well.
rearview. The team ended the half Our team is definitely a force to
on a 34-12 run, led by six different be reckoned with, especially when
we come together as we did in the
Red Hawks.
The leader was James Williams, Kean game.”
Also, the team was helped very
who contributed with seven in the
span, followed by six from Jon much by their tendency to draw

Jake Del Mauro
Staff Writer

fouls and convert on their foul
shots. Kean was called for 27 fords,
and the Red Hawks converted on
25-32 free throw attempts, shoot
ing a decent 78 percent from the
line.
“Free throws are huge in all
games, close or distant. They can
determine a close game or bury
a team even further than what
they’ve dug their hole in the first
place,” Pena, who went only 1-1
at the line, said. Williams
went 9-12 from the line, lead
ing the team.
Montclair
has
some tough tests
ahead.
On Wednesday,
a match-up with
Ramapo can decide if
Montclair State will stay
out of the basement of the
NJAC North, followed
by two games on the
road against RutgersNewark and Camden,
respectively.
Says Pena, “When we
get all the gears moving,
and the comfort level is
high, no team can stop
us.”
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Carlos Pena (left) and James Williams each scored 14 points in the Red Hawks' 75-61
victory over the Kean Cougars on Saturday at Panzer Gym.

